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Dear Readers,
As we write this introduction, birds sing and the last chill (hopefully) melts
from the windows. Springtime is tiptoeing in—except for the few wild days
when it stomps around in bright yellow rain boots or disappears behind a
winter cloud. And we, your managing editors, are trying to figure out how to
say goodbye without being very, very sappy.
It’s a far cry from the early days of this semester. This winter, the Gandy
Dancer staff set out to work on this spring issue with precaution, not sure
what the semester would bring. COVID constantly reasserted itself even as
maskless smiles were reintroduced. Snowstorms canceled classes, rainstorms
brought floods, and yet, the weeks continued doggedly on. Sometimes, it feels
like the only constant is uncertainty itself. In Western New York, springtime
can fell a tree as easily as it softens the ground allowing for crocus, daffodils,
tulips to bloom.
But while uncertainty continues to plague us (no pun intended), time
has also brought new joy, surprising warmth, and unexpected community.
Slowly, and then all at once, life adjusted to an almost-normal haze. College
students braved the green in shorts, concerts and clubs found new life, and
Gandy Dancer came together, our nineteenth issue.
We are proud to present the best that SUNY has to offer, pulling in excellent work from Albany, FIT, Purchase, Stony Brook, New Paltz, Oswego,
Plattsburg, Fredonia, Potsdam, Binghamton, and, of course, Geneseo. Different genres harmonize to breathe life into themes of acceptance, parenthood,
letting go of old hurts, and revival. Lidabel A. Avila’s poem “Where My Head
Lays” invites us to remember the importance of growing past the trappings
of old lives, while El J Ayala’s “Dog Names” reminds us that life is a series of
ups and downs, but with love and care, it’s so worth it. Digging deeper still,
a poem by Allyson Voerg calls us to shed old shame to instead “stand straight
within / my own self sovereignty.”
Throughout the issue, themes of rebirth climb to the surface like new
saplings seeking sunlight. In this era, when the world is hoping COVID will
soon be in the rearview mirror and peace is precarious, that rebirth can feel
painful. It’s a struggle, discarding old comforts for the unfamiliar. And that’s
why, at times like these, art is not only necessary, but a balm. Gandy Dancer
hopes to be both and more—an atlas to understand old memories and a map
to chart new paths, all at once.
It is our sincere hope that these thoughtful, engaging works provide something of substance to the uncertainty in your lives. With spring in the air and
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transformation around the corner, we want to say thank you for picking up
(or clicking through) this issue. May your reading help release old habits,
welcome new joys, or simply bring some needed comfort.
Your friends,
Maria Pawlak and Amina Diakite
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KATHERINE WELCH

There Are Things I
Love About Being
Home
The sound of plates clinking
just before “dinner’s ready!”
if I’m not the one calling,
already in position
on the countertop, laughing
stirring occasionally.
She is holding a glass of red loosely
The day slipping from her shoulders
A sweater hanging low around her elbows
with a tank top underneath.
Try this for me
does it need salt?
No, Mom,
it’s perfect.
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KATHERINE WELCH

The Object Being
Crushed Beneath Me
I can sleep almost anywhere.
I can get comfortable in strange positions and
places and I used to find this impressive—
bragging about how little I could rest and eat
and live, but lately, I have been concerned
that my mattress is wearing unevenly
because I can’t take up space on both sides.
And even with this knowledge I feel
bad for the mattress and not myself because
now I am acutely aware of the object being
crushed beneath me. I consider
the weight of my hips and wonder
how much damage they have done by existing.

2  Katherine Welch

FICTION

NINA COLLAVO

Pretty Ugly
The day I became ugly was a pleasant afternoon two weeks after my eleventh
birthday. I had been biking lazy circles around the block, straining against the
limits of the cul de sac I lived on. Over and over, I spun past the brick ranch
with dirty lawn furniture, the blue house with white shutters, the slumping
red bungalow—the tedious promenade of houses I’d known since childhood.
I stopped at the mouth of the road to stretch my legs, still sore from a growth
spurt. A yellow house sat at the edge of the cul de sac, and I’d always treated
it like a tacit limit, an outpost on the edge of home territory. Country music
was drifting somewhere from an open window on the second floor, and its
lawn was overgrown with dandelions. They were older now, flowers unfurled
into white balls of fluff, seeds ready to travel. I plucked one and blew, watching the puffy grains scatter downhill.
I knew the words to “Ring of Fire” and sang along, my thin voice floating
above Johnny Cash’s baritone. I considered the hill before me. Black tar driveways shimmered with sun, the kind of weather when midday stretched long
and fat, blooming with possibilities. I kicked off the ground.
Gliding through the music and downhill, I slipped past the boundary of
my street, picking up speed. The wind racing around my body made me feel
like I was lifting off the ground until I could barely feel the catch of my bike’s
wheels on the sidewalk anymore. My hair was whipped into tangles behind
me, and I immediately wanted to try again when I reached the bottom. Wild
with the thrill of breaking taboo, I sang another chorus as I pushed my bike,
spokes clattering.
“I went down, down, down…”
“Hey,” someone called to me.
Two girls were lounging on concrete porch steps just off the sidewalk.
They were teenagers, two or three years older than me, wearing camisoles
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and ripped denim shorts. One of them was weaving tiny braids into her long
brown hair, and the other was pushing a Hot Wheels car back and forth with
chipped pink nails. They had the angled figures of preteen girls, all knees and
elbows, still catching up to their long limbs.
“Can you stop singing that?” the brown-haired girl asked. Her eyes had
a flat kind of boredom that went beyond her years. I nodded, awed by their
older-girl aura, all the worldly knowledge they’d seen and mastered.
“Your hair is pretty,” I said.
She popped a pink bubble of gum and scraped the gunk off her lips with
her teeth. I felt her gaze run over me, a pleasant shiver from tip to toe. She
shared a glance with her friend.
“I think you’re pretty too.” She paused, then leaned forward. “Pretty ugly.”
Her voice was serious and regretful, the way a doctor informs you of your
sickness. The other girl suppressed a laugh but didn’t look up, crunching her
Hot Wheels car over a fat black ant. I couldn’t think of anything I could say. I
stood there, waiting for her to admit it was a joke. Ugly wasn’t a word we used
on people; ugly was how we described cartoon witches with boils on their
noses. The girls shared a grin, another round of giggles.
Then the other girl said, “What, are you dumb, too?”
The girl with braided hair smacked her friend’s arm, rolled her eyes, and
patted the step below her: “Sit down.”
I took a hesitant step, expecting her to burst into laughter again.
“Relax,” she said.
I sat on the hot, grainy stone. She angled my shoulders away from her
and gathered up my hair, still wild from my bike ride. She wasn’t gentle, but
she wasn’t rough either. The quiet rhythm of braiding and the chemical-sweet
smell of her bubblegum cast a spell over me. I sat, transfixed, until I felt the
braid woven tight into my head. By the time my hair was done, an understanding had settled between the three of us.
“I’m Kelsey,” said the girl who’d braided my hair. She jerked a thumb at
the blonde with the Hot Wheels. “She’s Kinsey, call her Kins. You?”
“Catherine,” I said.
“You can be Cat,” Kelsey decided. I noticed she was the only one who got
to keep her full name. I wondered if Kelsey and Kinsey ever fought because
of their similar names, and thought they probably weren’t pleased to add a
Catherine to the mix.
“So, Cat. Can you get me a soda from Benny’s?” Kelsey asked. “None of
that diet shit, I’m so fucking sick of it,” she added, her voice going serious
again. Her language startled me, but I kept a poker face.
“I don’t have money,” I said, slowly. Kins raised her perfect eyebrows.
“Can you get it?” Kelsey repeated.

4  Nina Collavo

Home was around the corner, but I liked the way my new nickname
sounded. I liked the heaviness of the braid on my shoulder, the way it felt
when I stroked it. It looked smooth but was ridged to the touch; it reminded
me of the street cats around town you knew not to mess with. They might
let you pet them, but you could always feel their spine under their fur, the
reminder of sharpness under the soft.
“Cat?” Kelsey tilted her head. Me, Cat. I could get used to it. I wiped my
sweaty palms on my cargo shorts and mounted my bike, nodding.
Having broken the yellow house limit, biking another block to Benny’s
didn’t seem so far anymore. Benny’s was a corner store by the church and the
car wash, and I wasn’t supposed to go in there because of the flashing signs in
the window that said Tobacco and Cold Beer. I dismounted from my bike,
kicked pebbles from my foam flip flops, and stood at the door. My throat felt
dry no matter how much I swallowed. I stroked the length of my braid once,
twice, like a talisman, and twisted the knob.
A string of old sleigh bells tied to the door gave an anemic jingle when
I stepped inside. Benny’s looked sleepy on the inside, lined with sagging
newspaper racks and coolers humming a dull electric buzz. My heart was
pounding so loud that I thought the man at the counter would hear it, but he
barely looked up from his phone. I slid a can of Cherry Coke into my hoodie,
and shoved my hands into the pocket to disguise its shape. I spent a blank
moment in front of the chip display, amazed by the simplicity of the action.
The man at the counter gave me a smile when I left, and I smiled back, chilly
metal pressing into the pit of my stomach.
I biked away as fast as I could, even though it was uphill and my thighs
were burning. I waited to hear the door crashing open and the man yelling
up the hill, chasing after me once he discovered what I’d done. I waited for a
police car to come tearing around the corner. Nothing happened. When I got
back to Kelsey and Kins, I pulled the can from my pocket with a shaky grin.
“See what I mean, Kins? Cat is my kind of girl,” Kelsey said, hooking an
arm around my shoulder. I felt my body slump with immediate, powerful
relief and hoped it looked cool and unaffected.
“She can hang,” Kins agreed, who’d given up her Hot Wheels for a ballpoint pen, drawing stars in the canvas margins of her sneaker. Kelsey glanced
up at the windows of her house, then cracked open the can and took a sip
before passing it to Kins. When she passed it to me, I drank, and the bubbles
crackled on my tongue. We passed it furtively, the can circling between us,
binding us together. I felt elegant sitting with them, watching the way they
sipped with their graceful necks, tasting the tackiness of their lip gloss on the
metal lip of the can. We emptied the can as the sun emptied from the sky,
pink and yellow bursting across the horizon and then draining into the dark.
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When the can was dry, Kins crushed it under her inky shoe and kicked it into
the yard with a hollow click. Kelsey laughed, so I did too.
“Come by tomorrow, Cat,” Kelsey told me, but I would have come even
if she hadn’t asked.
I walked my bike home, dazed and buzzing with the last of the caffeine.
When I got home, I went right up to my room, and sat down in front of the
mirror hung on my closet door. I pulled my shoulders back and tilted up my
neck, admiring the sleek coil of braided hair. Then I looked past my hair to
the rest. I couldn’t look away; I felt like I was waking from a slow, long dream.
I kept looking until I heard steps coming up the staircase.
“Catherine, if your shoes are muddy, take them off outside,” Mom called
through my doorway. She was holding a bowl of apple slices and wearing a
dull beige turtleneck that blended into her skin. We were Irish and both of us
had orange freckles like pellets of fish food on milky water.
“Mom,” I said. I meant to sound irritated, but my voice came out as a
drowned thing from the back of my throat. I saw her waver.
“Catie cat.”
She hadn’t called me that since I was a little kid, and it sounded so babyish
that my stomach turned.
“What’s wrong?”
I shook my head, turning away from the mirror. I wanted to explain that
nothing was wrong, that I made new friends, but I suddenly felt like I was
breathing through a wet paper bag.
“Leave me alone,” I said.
Mom took a step backwards, but stopped at the doorway, her face crumpled with compassion and quiet despair. Her face looked so much like mine.
I bit down on the inside of my lip.
“Oh, Catie. There are going to be people who say mean things, and you’re
going to want to believe them,” she said. Her wet, wide-set eyes shone with
sadness, cleaved by a lumpy nose. When her lip wobbled in sympathy, her
overbite made her chin disappear into the folds of her neck. A rising wave of
disgust seized and choked me.
“Get out!” I yelled, but she didn’t go. She kept looking at me with those
damp, weepy eyes. “Are you dumb? I told you to get out.”
She did leave after that. She didn’t take the apple slices with her. They
sat on my desk, and I watched them turn brown at the edges. The next day,
when Kelsey and Kins asked for another soda, I stole a tube of lip gloss too.
It was a hot pink tube printed with flowers, and small enough to fit into the
vestigial pockets on my girl-jeans. Every morning after that, I stood in front
of the mirror and braided my hair, spinning softness into something stronger.
I always put on the lip gloss last. I would squeeze it out in great globs, feel its
cool weight like a prayer sitting on my lips.
6  Nina Collavo

My routine stabilized after that. I would eat breakfast on my own and
bike past the yellow house to sit on Kelsey’s porch. Sometimes Kins had her
older brother drop her off at Kelsey’s, and sometimes she walked over, but
we were always together, watching the neighborhood pass from our concrete
throne. Kelsey pointed out how Mrs. Howard’s matching tracksuits made
her look chunky, and when Kins joked about Mr. Jameson’s advancing bald
spot, I started to notice it too. Mrs. Rosewood took walks around the block,
and when they imitated her lisp, it sent us into hysterics. I liked that Kelsey
and Kins were honest about how they didn’t trust adults. I would bring back
Cherry Cokes and chips when Kelsey asked, and we’d eat on the porch steps.
I paid when I could find the change, but mostly, I didn’t. We braided hair,
folded paper fortune tellers, and wiped Dorito dust on our bare knees, but we
never went inside until the day it rained.
It’d been a few weeks since I started hanging out with them, and Kins was
telling a story about how Ariana Peterson fried her caterpillar eyebrows off
with hair bleach. It started to rain, coming down in big, fat droplets. Kins
did the obligatory squealing, but Kelsey was quiet, staring up into the clouds.
My shirt was getting wet, and I wanted to go inside Kelsey’s house, but I felt
bound by politeness until she suggested it first. It took her five minutes to
give in, and by that time, her shirt was sticking to her shoulders. Kins was
getting twitchy, tapping her foot.
“Let’s go in,” Kelsey finally said. She took the bag of Nacho Cheese Doritos we’d eaten and crumpled it into a tiny ball of foil, cramming it into my
back pocket. “Don’t let my mom see this. She’s crazy.”
I’d seen Kelsey’s mom out and about before. She wore long dresses with
sandals and my dad called her a granola cruncher, which sounded like an insult. In person, Mrs. Norman was tall, precariously thin, and had pin-curled
hair that made me think of actresses in black and white movies. She smelled
like flowers, but not the fresh kind; she smelled like flowers printed onto
thick, dusty curtains.
“Kelsey,” she fretted when we came inside. “You’re soaked!”
“I don’t mind.”
“Well, some of us have minds,” she said. Mrs. Norman was stunning at a
distance, but the closer she got, I could see cracks running through the illusion. Her hair was frayed and split from all the curling, and she had a smudge
of coral pink lipstick on her teeth. “What happened to that nice blouse I
bought you last weekend? Why don’t you wear that one?”
“It’s too small,” Kelsey said.
“Give it time. It’ll fit.” Her hands flitted over Kelsey’s shoulders, pinching the damp fabric of her sleeves away from her skin. Kelsey held still, but
looked distant, miles away from this conversation.
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“I already like my clothes,” she said, but it didn’t sound like the Kelsey I
knew. It sounded like she was repeating something she’d overheard once.
“Oh, your hair,” She reached out to fuss over her daughter’s hair, and
Kelsey swatted the hand away. Mrs. Norman pulled back with a faltering
smile, finally acknowledging Kins and me. “Look at you three. Like peas in
a pod.”
“Yeah, I love Kins, and Cat’s right next door. We’re going to hang out in
the kitchen.” Kelsey was already walking away, and we followed. Briefly, she
looked furious, and I worried she might throw something. Then the expression vanished all at once.
“Hey, Cat,” she said thoughtfully, which meant she wanted something.
“When it rains, you know how those long creepy worms come out of the
dirt?” I nodded.
“Go throw them back. It’s gross having to walk past them,” she said.
“I don’t have an umbrella.”
“It’ll take literally thirty seconds.” She was warning me now, so I shrugged,
and walked back towards the front door while Kins poured herself a glass of
iced tea.
I cracked the front door open, sticking a hand out into the storm. I
glanced back. Kins was still in the kitchen, and Kelsey was standing in front
of the living room mirror. She smoothed a hand over her stomach through
the fabric of her shirt, from her ribs to her pelvis. Then, she turned to the side
and did it again.
I closed the door quietly behind me.
When I was younger, I loved the rain. I would put on a raincoat, stand
in the yard, and listen to the crackle of water over my plastic hood. It hadn’t
been raining for long, but there were already three worms on the sidewalk,
delicate pink curls. I picked up a worm between my fingers and placed it on
the flat of my hand. It was shiny and firm against my palm. Worms didn’t
have eyes, so I wondered if they had trouble finding friends. One by one, I
placed them back into the dirt, next to each other in a row. I thought it would
be wonderful if they could find each other– not with eyes, but by feeling the
vibrations of the earth around them, discovering the simple company of a
body next to their own. Truthfully, I wasn’t disgusted by them. It didn’t seem
like a bad way to live.
When I came back inside, I stopped at the living room mirror to reapply
my lip gloss. A commercial on the TV was tittering with laughter I didn’t
believe, and I overheard Kelsey and Kins talking in the kitchen.
“She never told me that her brother was literally a Greek god. So, now I
keep buying those soft pretzels from the mall so I can talk to him.” Kins was
complaining about the tenth-grade guy she liked again.
“Ew. Those have, like, 500 calories,” Kelsey said.
8  Nina Collavo

“Whatever, I’m over it. He’s hot, but he seems dumb.”
“No, that’s a good thing,” Kelsey said. “I like a dumb boy.” Her voice
dropped. “Dumb, and if you can help it, ugly too. The ugly ones go along
with anything you want.”
The girls erupted into laughter, and I froze where I stood, listening. They
kept talking, and I waited for them to say something about me. I willed them
to say something horrible so I could walk in at my full height and watch them
shrink in their seats. Instead, they talked about What Not to Wear, the Illuminati, and algebra homework. They told jokes that I wanted to laugh at. I
listened until my hair stopped dripping, and they said nothing mean-spirited
or kind, not even an acknowledgement. I thought of leaving, but I felt that
I might disappear entirely once I stepped off the porch, washed away by the
rain. I stepped back into the kitchen and they waved me over.
“Cat, can you take a picture of us?” Kins asked, handing me her phone
before I could answer. The two of them assembled, locking arms over shoulders, hands on hips, deep breaths. Kelsey had braces and never smiled with
her teeth, so she pursed her lips, pulling her shoulders back and tilting her
neck up. I took a few shots, and when Kins asked me to make sure her new
sneakers were in the frame, I backed up and took a few more.
“Oh my god,” Kelsey said, after posting the picture. “Come see this picture of Natalie Bryant.” She lifted her phone, showing me a picture of a girl.
The camera was angled high and her face was washed out with filters, smooth
and pale. It was her thirteenth birthday, the caption said, and she’d smiled for
the occasion. “She’s so desperate,” Kins said. They both turned to watch my
reaction.
“Desperate,” I agreed. I tasted lip gloss on my tongue, sweet and artificial.
I walked home after the rain stopped, stepping over twitching, vulnerable
worms, and didn’t throw them back. When I came inside, Mom didn’t greet
me. She was sitting in the brown armchair; her face was turned away from
me, lit by the flickering light of the TV. The silence became a sort of living
thing that grew and cloaked the room. I wasn’t ready to apologize yet, so I
stood behind her and watched. On the screen, eight women were lined up
in evening gowns. They all had curled hair and red lips. A man handed them
roses until one of the women was left behind. The scorned woman cried
delicately into her hands, and even in heartbreak she was beautiful.
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REBECCA YOO

CREATIVE NONFICTION

Mother’s Hands
Shoved with a xenophobic passion, my mother toppled to all fours like a
creature. She was an object or something to be objectified. He spat at her like
she deserved a punishment, like she was a puppy who couldn’t meow for this
disgruntled man. The chalky cement gnawed at her fragile knees, as did her
safeguard to leave the house. The bruises on her knees and the scratches on
her hands demanded that she shed the yellow undertones of her skin. If she
didn’t pull out her silky black hair, the cement might make another abrupt
visit. What if another man decides that she’s also worthless and deserves to be
reprimanded? My mother pleads with me, “베키 같이 코스트코 와 줄래? 그
아저씨 Q66버스 타 거든.”1
As a teenager, my mother, then called Jae, journeyed the globe and finally
arrived in the United States. Her father, a brave South Korean ex-marine,
would look back toward the sea and reflect, “I don’t trust the Korean government.” America set the stage for a new venture, a new life, and unexpectedly,
a new name. Jae’s name was met with ridicule and shame for being a boy’s
name. She desperately yearned to be respected highly wherever she went, as
did Queen Elizabeth. Thus, Elizabeth prided in her new name. She may not
have exactly lived out the privileged royal lifestyle though, her body instead
laboring at physically demanding jobs. For if she did not have the wisdom
of the English language, her physicality had to make up for it. Her broken
English worked her hands tirelessly until they swelled. Holding her hands
was a testament to sixty years worth of sacrifice, to a single mother who only
knew the life of survival. Still to this day, Elizabeth continues to stand on her
feet to go to work.
1. “Becky, please come with me to go grocery shopping. That man takes the
Q66 bus.”
10  Rebecca Yoo

Her pride was taken away from her decades ago. She knew the moment she
stepped foot in the “land of opportunity” that her language, her culture, her
entire essence was no longer accepted. She was expected to fully accommodate to the new master’s rules. America gawks at her, saying, “As long as you’re
in my house, you follow my rules.” The same power play motive that shoved
Elizabeth to her knees also lunged a piece of chalk across the room at her.
Elizabeth’s first American high school teacher scowls, “Answer me! Why don’t
you know English?” The face of a supposed caregiver, a guide to the American
dreamer, was staring dead straight through her worth. As a puppy expected
to howl like a wolf already, Elizabeth was innocently punished. For as long as
she can’t pronounce her W’s and add an unnecessary syllable to each word,
she will always be the victim. If her verbs come grammatically last in a sentence, then so will her acknowledgment in America. English is her crutch,
while all at the same time, English is her savior. English is a capable bird that
sweeps the skies and calls out to an open terrain. But like a puppy on a leash,
drooping eyes and a tucked tail, so did Elizabeth’s wrinkles on the edges of
her lips. The sparse gray in her hair creeps from the thinning of the shadows.
She hides away her apple cheekbones, which used to be lifted to the heavens
by a set of smiling eyes. The sad crease of her eyelids blankly stares back at the
cash register, the bank accountant, the bus driver, anyone and their mothers.
She whispers, “영어 잘 못해요.”2
Home is where my mother prepares kimchi stew, the only kimchi stew
that I trust. From time to time, I see in my peripheral vision her peering over
at me while she waits for the stew to simmer. The daylight peers into the
dainty condo, along with two bamboo lamps sitting in opposite corners of
our living room, altogether radiating a warm hue of security. We name our
Wi-Fi “Woori Gip,” a romanized-Korean translation of “Our Home.” If only
the Wi-Fi provider allowed “foreign” characters, then my mother wouldn’t be
so confused to acknowledge “Our Home.” But regardless, home is the cocoon
in which the silky webs nurture. A filled refrigerator, dishes still yet to dry,
as the water rumbles in our tea kettle, Woori Gip has a living heart beat. We
made sure to breathe life within each and every crevice. As the pigeons rest
right outside our fire escape, the seven train whizzes by, reminding us that a
space of belongingness must be created, despite the pushback of the world
that pursues to reject it. It is curated and loved on, a space that invites you in,
upon entry of that “Welcome Home” mat.
From the opposite corner of the kitchen, I sit crouched over my desk to
retain my news article for my class presentation. My mother always preached
the importance of an education. Practicing my speech over and over again
until I make sure I reach the ten minute mark. No less, no more. But then
I get a whiff of the red pepper powder dancing into a sweet and salty tango:
2. “I don’t know English very well.”
GANDY DANCER
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my mother’s kimchi stew. The same smell that pervades the hallways of my
building to hug me back home. Only this time, I’m already home. My nose
perks towards the lead of the smell, and I see my mother already gazing over
at me. She holds her evidently worked hands in front of her stomach. Her
pursed lips lift her rosy cheekbones as her eyesight blurs and gleams in the
light. My mother softly whispers, “영어 잘한다.”3

3. “Her English is perfect.”
12  Rebecca Yoo

Self Portrait 2 (oil and embroidery on canvas and linen), Maddie Hinrichs

Room of Mirrors (oil and embroidery on canvas and linen), Maddie Hinrichs

This Memory Is Not What It Used to Be (oil and embroidery on canvas and linen), Maddie Hinrichs

SUSAN ROMANCE

Untitled, Oil on
Canvas
Oils on canvas are
sensitive to the
oils on skin are
sensitive to my touch
as I reach out and
feel the ridges left
behind by your brush.
I wonder if you ever
let your hand wander
over the piece you
made, maybe to
check if it was
dry or just to
feel the hardened
paint imprint itself
under your index
finger for a second before
you move it away and
16  Susan Romance

mark your signature
in the corner. I want
to think that this
paint was something we
both traced ourselves across,
decades apart,
a silent connection
forged when I realized
I have so little of you.
If we can run our fingers
over here again, I can have
something not colored by
the stories of worn adults or
my forgetful childhood eyes but instead
by the delicate movement of
your wrist, a paintbrush, oil on
canvas and all the time needed
to trace our fingers across it.
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SUSAN ROMANCE

Gambler’s Luck
I have been to the afterlife—
not heaven or hell, but just
after (and, yes, I am still alive).
The afterlife that’s
been fed to the living is
a lie, there are no heavenly
pits where fires arise. No,
the afterlife is a casino.
Flashing lights and
blinking noises, the dead sit
around tables, gambling away
memories from the future.
There are no clocks
in the casino (as is tradition),
one spends a lifetime searching
for the soul out of their grasp. I found
him sitting at a blackjack table
(my favorite), and he lost
my high school graduation on
a bad hand. But when
he strikes twenty-one, my future
18  Susan Romance

is in his palm. He smiles, but suddenly
I want more, I want to know if he
remembers the weather on
the day I was born or what
the last gift he gave me was.
I need to speak to you
one more time, but the moment
my hand is on your shoulder
I find I am no longer
in that casino, but instead, at a
lakeside grave and in a future
gambled away.
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TAYLOR CONSTANTINO

Love Needs No Wings
I try not to think
about what happened to the bones of the robin on impact.
“They are hollow, poor dears!”
Old doves titter in their puffed
feathered hats, skitting around the corpse.
“Never learned to tuck enough coins in their empty space,”
goes the tutting of their tongues.
Wrinkled ravens guffaw
as they look down through monocled eyes
from the wire, they walk
“Well, that’s a bloody disasta!”
They light a smoke off scorched tree stumps, kissing stripped wires.
Because no blood means there must be no harm.
But the magpie
kneels down,
and lays a single bottle cap over the robin’s open eyes
and lays there a while in silent vigil.
Loving this stranger
back to the ground.

20  Taylor Constantino

Drop (photography), Sophia Montecalvo

MATTHEW INEMAN

FICTION

Waterworks
Wakes are the best part of Lynne’s job. They’re a lot better than the services.
Services are where most of the dirty work is done. There’s a lot more crying
at a service. Wakes, typically, are far less drab. At least wakes have free food.
The hors d’oeuvres at the Weston funeral are the best meal that Lynne’s had
since the last wake, and the best she’ll have until the next one. She spoons
up cocktail sauce with a shrimp while Marianne, a gray-haired woman with
Coke-bottle glasses, asks her how she knows the deceased.
Lynne gives a variation on her usual answer: “We were in the same yacht
club.” She’s noticed sailboats are a decorative motif of the house (the miniature on the mantle, the painting in the foyer) and just decided to go with it.
Lynne isn’t really too sure what a yacht club even is. She pictures grown men
playing with bathtub toys.
“He did love that yacht,” Marianne says.
“Did he ever take you out on her?” Lynne asks. She snags two more bacon-wrapped scallops.
“No,” Marianne says, dissolving into tears.
At all the funerals she’s attended, Lynne has seen people burst out crying
over nearly everything. What should’ve been said, what should’ve been done.
There’s a lot to learn from the things that trigger mourners tears. This is the
second time she’s seen someone cry over the missed opportunity of going
out on a yacht. Lynne summons a few tears herself to perform a gesture of
sympathy. She asks Marianne if she’s okay as she dabs her own eyes with a
handkerchief. Marianne insists she’s fine and accepts a glass of water offered
by the deceased’s wife, who sneaks a thumbs up in Lynne’s direction.
To Lynne’s right there is a sweaty man with a red face who is waist-deep
into recounting a story about the deceased. His captive audience collectively
leans in closer as the man reaches the story’s climax: “So, there we are, me and
22  Matthew Ineman

Frank and our boy Johnny, untied from the pier and finally setting sail. And
then, BANG,” he says, slapping his palms together, delivering an acoustic jolt
that ripples across the room, “we hit something.”
The Weston home is this huge McMansion that to Lynne looks like the
option on a house-hunting show that is $100k above the buyers’ price range
and that they end up choosing at the episode’s end. The epilogue would show
the new homeowners smiling to the camera three months later and ignoring
their crippling debt. Lynne wonders how long it took Frank Weston to pay
off his mortgage, or if he went to the grave before being unburdened of his
debts. Was it worth it, to own a piece of property where half an acre of lawn
separates your home from the neighbors’ homes, which are exactly as picture
perfect as your own? She’s heard that Frank made a fortune doing something
related to the stock market. He probably had no worries at all.
Lynne excuses herself from ongoing conversations in the living room and
makes her way over to the kitchen, hoping this isn’t a dry wake. The kitchen,
with its glistening marble countertops and stainless steel appliances, looks
like a model from an upscale store. You never really know how dirty your
own kitchen is until you see a clean one, Lynne realizes. She doesn’t see any
alcohol, but she does smell more of the really good crab cakes baking in the
oven. That anticipation alone should hold her over until the end of this thing,
she expects.
“You’re not supposed to be here,” whispers a voice from behind Lynne.
She jumps. When she turns, she realizes it’s just Michael. She elbows him
amicably and calls him an idiot. They haven’t run into each other since the
Gregson funeral two weeks ago.
“I didn’t know you would be here,” Lynne says. Her eyes dart back out
in the direction of the living room, making sure no one is in eavesdropping
range.
“Just got the call this morning,” Michael says. “Damien needed a sub, and
I couldn’t say no to the money.”
“What happened to Damien?”
“I don’t know. Said he was going to a funeral.”
“Huh.”
“Anyway, you see our old friend out there?” Michael asks, pointing back
out towards the living room, where a woman in her mid-sixties stands by the
piano, sobbing. A congregation of consolers has gathered around her.
“Tamara,” Lynne says. She is filled with the particular disdain you feel
when you recognize that someone you hate is really good at something you
also do.
“I don’t know how she does it,” Michael says.
Frank Weston’s oldest goes and embraces Tamara, lamenting that she
never realized how many lives her father had touched.
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“Quick, pretend I just said something sad,” Lynne says.
“What? How?”
“I thought you were a good actor.” This seems to do the trick. Michael’s
eyes go red as water streams down his face. Lynne grabs him a cocktail napkin
and rubs his back, saying that everything will be okay and loss is just a part of
life. Then she grabs more of the really good crab cakes.
Lynne rarely cried as a child. Once when she came out of the womb, once
when she broke her clavicle falling off her bike at seven years old, and by all
accounts, that was it. Some of Lynne’s school teachers and counselors expressed concern to her family about stunted emotional development. Lynne
became self-conscious of this and one evening when she was in the third
grade, she stared at herself in the bathroom mirror until she could cry on
command. The next day she started to show everyone. Lynne’s mastery over
her tear ducts became her signature, an intriguing talent often exploited as a
party trick. At the age of ten, Lynne was cast in a TV commercial for Champs,
a local supermarket chain. “The prices at other supermarkets are so high,
they’d make a little girl cry,” the narration announced and the camera cut to
Lynne sobbing. The director of the commercial was so taken by her abilities
that he nicknamed her “Waterworks,” and would invoke the name whenever
he needed her in position or asked if her makeup was ready. The nickname
somehow spread to talent agencies, throughout the local acting community,
and even to her own family. For years her mother has called her “Waterworks”
with glee. “Hey, Waterworks, come help your mother with the WiFi.” And
so on.
The Champs commercial played in syndication for five years before the
company’s marketing team launched a new campaign that pivoted to an emphasis on health and freshness. The residual checks stopped coming in around
the time Lynne finished school, an unfortunate correlation that left her free
falling into adulthood. It was only after the fourteenth audition went poorly
(and this one for, of all things, regional theater) that Lynne came to realize
that there was more to acting than just crying on command, and perhaps it
was a vocation she wasn’t cut out for. Then the CEO of Champs died (early
heart attack attributed to a poor diet), and suddenly Lynne was receiving a
call from a desperate widow asking for the Waterworks girl and offering a gig
that would pay handsomely. One thing led to another, and Lynne discovered
that perhaps there was a use for her talents after all.
As the final mourners make their way out of the Weston home, Lynne silently hangs back. She hugs the corner of the foyer, waiting her turn to thank
the host on the way out. Once the door is closed behind Mr. Turner and his
wife of fifty years, Eloise (Lynne exchanged contact information with her, just
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in case), Mrs. Weston approaches Lynne with a money clip in hand. Not even
a wallet, Lynne thinks, a fucking money clip.
“Now, what was it we agreed upon?” Mrs.Weston asks. “Two hundred,
was it?”
“My going rate is two twenty-five,” Lynne says. She likes saying it that
way, going rate. To be able to say you have a going rate, Lynne thinks, marks
some sort of accomplishment in life. She doesn’t feel good about her work
often, but getting to say those two words, and mean it, is blissful. “You gotta
pay, if you want the best.”
From the coat rack, Tamara scoffs. Lynne hadn’t realized she was still there.
“Of course, you’re the girl from that commercial, aren’t you?” Mrs. Weston
says.
Lynne forces a smile, nodding. “Been crying for years.”
“Here,” Mrs. Weston says, counting out three bills. “How about three
hundred?”
The apartment smells of the fishery, which means Ma’s home from her shift.
She sits on her recliner and, as Lynne comes in, says, “Oh, she’s wearing it
again!” The it referring to Lynne’s dress, the one dress she owns, her funeral
outfit. It is black and tasteful.
Bernard steps out of the kitchen, wearing the scorched oven mitt. “How
much you pull in this time?” It used to be that the first thing he asked about
was whose funeral, but after enough anonymous names, it no longer seems to
matter. Better to cut right to the chase.
“Three hundred.”
Bernard’s lips form an O-shape, but let out no distinct syllables.
“Wake and service both,” Lynne says.
Ma scoffs. She swivels the recliner away from the game show on television
and watches as Lynne stuffs the cash in the top drawer of the bureau, her
usual spot. “Three hundred dollars?”
“Yes, Ma.”
“And you still can’t take that thing to the dry cleaner’s?”
Lynne rolls her eyes. “You know I can only afford to once a month.”
“And yet you just made three hundred dollars in one day? You know how
many times in my life I made that kind of money from one day of work? I’ll
give you a hint, it’s a number that starts with the letter Z.”
Lynne’s mother has never been understanding of her career. It doesn’t matter how often Lynne gives her the same talk. It’s a legitimate profession, Ma.
I’m a moirologist. That’s right, there’s even a fancy term for it. People have
had this job since ancient Egypt. They even do it in the Bible. In the Bible,
Ma.
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“First you say I’m not pulling my weight, now you’re on about this? You
know I only get, like, one or two of these a week, right?”
“Oh, yeah, two days a week, your life must be so hard. Get a real job.”
Ma turns again to face the television. The woman on the game show is
wagering double or nothing on the bonus round. Ma inches forward to the
edge of the chair.
“I have a job, Ma,” Lynne says, repeating the same script as always. “A job
that really helps people.”
“Rich people.” Ma winces in sympathy and slaps the armrest of the
chair as the game show contestant misses her question, something about the
top-charting song of 1984. The host consoles her as the money ticker starts
flashing zeroes across the board.
Lynne grumbles and glides over to the kitchen, where Bernard is finishing
dinner. Meatloaf again. “Can you believe her?”
Bernard shrugs.
“Is this still about Grandma?” It’s been six months since Ma’s mother, their
Grandma Doris, died. She had been pushing ninety, and Lynne and Bernard
had long been prepared to lose their grandmother. The same couldn’t be said
for Ma.
“She says she’ll never forgive you for that.”
“She hasn’t forgiven me since the day we stopped getting the Champs
residuals.”
“Have you been to Champs lately? They totally revamped the bakery, so
they’ve got this incredible selection of pastries now.”
“Not the point, dumbass,” Lynne says. When Grandma Doris had been
on her deathbed and they visited her in the hospital for the last time, told she
wouldn’t make it through the night, Lynne didn’t cry. She gave no indication
of inner turmoil as she muttered her goodbyes and left as her mother stayed
the night. At the funeral she shed no tears. For Lynne, tears were a lie. She
couldn’t have lied over her grandmother’s grave. It would have torn apart the
fabric of the universe.
“Hey, Ma, supper’s ready!”
“About time,” Ma shouts back, without turning around. “Waterworks, get
me a beer, would ya?”
Lynne grabs one for herself as well and carries them over to the table
where she plops down in the chair beside her mother. Bernard comes out
with the food and sets it down as Lynne realizes she’s not hungry. “Filled up
on hors d’oeuvres,” she explains.
“Three hundred dollars and fancy food, huh?” Ma says.
“Give her a break, Ma,” Bernard says, dishing out her plate. “She’s pulling
her weight, just like the rest of us.”
“If only we could all pull our weight by throwing fits all day,” Ma says.
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“Throwing fits?” Lynne says. “Really, Ma? I’m an actor, you know this.”
“Oh, an actor, of course. I forgot that my daughter is Laurence Olivier.
Except when it’s someone in her own family, of course. Then she’s the one
who looks like a corpse.”
“You wouldn’t have believed it if I did,” Lynne says, choking on the words
of the same tired argument. It wasn’t like Lynne had had a poor relationship
with her grandmother. Though they hadn’t exactly been close, either. Birthday cards, holiday visits, out-of-the-blue phone calls. That kind of thing.
“No tears when your father left, either.”
“I was eight,” Lynne says. “And why would I cry for that asshole anyway?”
“I cried,” Ma says. “Seven days and seven nights, I cried. The wailer of
Bunker Street, they called me. We didn’t even live on Bunker Street then, that
was just how far away they heard me. The whole neighborhood heard me.
Where was my three hundred dollars?”
“Ma,” Bernard says. “Food’s getting cold.”
Lynne slouches back, her eyes nearly seeing the back of her head. She
sticks her tongue to the roof of her mouth, still faintly tasting the remnant
crumbs of those bacon-wrapped scallops. She thinks about the woman Marianne, how Lynne had helped her grieve. At least, she thought she had. “Ma,”
Lynne says. “What do I have to do to make this right?”
“Oh, Waterworks,” Ma says. “You shouldn’t care so much what other people think of you. Don’t you actors know that?”
“How did you know Jack?”
“Jack, who?” Lynne says. The man returns a look of crooked eyebrows.
Lynne has never been so careless before as to forget the deceased’s name. “Oh,
Jack,” she says. “Right, uh, he and I golfed together.” She has noticed golf
memorabilia.
“Oh, you golf?” the man says. Lynne nods, doubling down. “Funny, I
don’t remember Jack ever mentioning you. Say, what’s your handicap?”
“Uh, eight?” she says. Lynne worries that she’s walked herself into an
interrogation. How could she have forgotten the deceased’s name? It’s Jack
Hoffman, she reminds herself. It was.
The man’s eyes widen, impressed, and he nods. “Maybe you and I should
play sometime.”
“Oh, I haven’t really played since my injury,” Lynne says. “Hip,” she adds,
and then excuses herself in the direction of the bathroom. The Hoffman
house is awfully similar to the Weston house, and the house before that one.
The Hoffman wake doesn’t have much in terms of food, though. Hungry
guests make the general mood a lot more somber.
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Lynne slips into the bathroom and locks the door behind her. She notices
the trash bin by the sink, filled with crumpled tissues. It’s an inadvertently
touching memorial to one’s life, Lynne thinks. The residue of one’s brief time
on the planet represented by a trash bin of tissues in the downstairs bathroom.
Like most breathing beings on Earth, Lynne has experienced what she
would call her own brushes with death. Nothing serious, she knows, just
light brushes, but enough to mean something. Last winter she had a gig on
the same afternoon as the worst ice storm in a decade. She had borrowed Ma’s
Buick that day, which in retrospect was an obvious mistake, as that old hunk
of metal has shit brakes. Lynne’s route that day took her to the aptly named
Hillside Drive, a steep motherfucker of a thoroughfare that’s a pain in the ass
even on a clear day. Despite riding the brakes from the top of the hill, Lynne
found herself skidding. Skidding and skidding, and across that thin sheet of
ice atop the concrete, she just kept going. Down she went, thinking, well,
shit, I guess this is it.
As the car slid down that hill like a 3000-pound metal penguin with no
sense of direction, Lynne foresaw the wreckage of a crash, a whole heap of
metal against a cracked telephone pole on the side of the road. Like the aftermath of a fight that the telephone pole decisively won. As the paramedics
carried away her body, she saw Ma surrounded by cops and she said she
hoped that the insurance she paid an arm and a leg for every month didn’t
fuck her over when it came to getting a new car. The cop asked her how she
could pay an arm and a leg every month, she only has two of each, and Ma
said, “Exactly.”
Then Lynne saw her funeral, where she was being laid to rest at the Catholic cemetery. She would’ve preferred a more secular cremation, but she knew
it was out of her control now. They were burying her next to Grandma Doris.
As the minister spoke the garden variety eulogy, Lynne walked among the
attendees of her own funeral, of which there were not many. She was happy
to see Michael there, since she had never considered him that close a friend,
but when she approached him he said, “Oh, your mother is actually paying
me two hundred dollars for this, and it worked with my schedule, so, yeah.”
Then she went over to Ma, who watched her daughter’s burial with a
steely gaze, eyes as dry as the Mojave. She will not cry for me, Lynne thought,
she knows she owes me no tears. And then, there were the tears, and they
spread across Ma’s face like a wildfire. Ma tried to contain herself as she flailed
in sorrow and said, “What kind of woman wouldn’t cry at her own daughter’s
funeral? What kind of woman would I be?” Lynne reached out and brushed
an ethereal hand across Ma’s face and said, “I’m sorry,” but she knew Ma
couldn’t hear. She gave her a hug that she knew she wouldn’t be able to feel.
Lynne held her close. Ma smelled of the fishery.
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The minister finished his words. Ashes to ashes, dust to dust, so on and so
forth. Lynne backed away toward her own grave as the dirt pounded down on
the roof of her new home. She watched as Bernard put his hand on Ma’s back,
told her everything would be all right, and no, no one was judging her for
her hysterics, it was okay to grieve. Lynne watched the two of them standing
there together and knew they would be all right without her.
Then Lynne was back in the Buick, stopped on the right shoulder of Hillside Drive. The brakes must have kicked in as she came to the bottom of the
slope. She stopped the engine for a second as she looked around her. There
were no headlights in either direction, and for some reason, that induced a
deep sigh of relief. She started the car again and drove off.
The funeral that day had been kind of a bummer, she remembered, even
as far as funerals go. The ice storm cut the expected attendance at least in half,
leaving a relatively sparse group of mourners, several of them fake, and most
of the family members already knew who the actors were. It was a tough sit,
but the low attendance meant that Lynne got paid a little extra, by a family
grateful to feel a little less alone than they otherwise would have been. There
had been no trash bin of tissues at that funeral, and now Lynne doesn’t even
remember the family’s name, only that they had been one of the nicer ones.
Lynne unlocks the door and walks out of the Hoffmans’ bathroom. She
politely apologizes to the woman waiting outside and then walks back into
the living room. There she sees Tamara, drawing as much attention to herself
as she always does. “Jack was the most beautiful soul,” Tamara says, and she’s
cried so much that her eyes are red. She keeps rubbing her face, which Lynne
has noticed is kind of her signature. It’s a really nice touch. “He was such a
giving man. You never met anyone as generous as Jack,” she says, and she’s
drawn an audience of at least a dozen mourners around her, and not one of
their eyes is dry.
Lynne gently pushes herself through the small crowd and approaches Tamara. “He really was,” Lynne says, even though she never knew the man.
There’s a good chance he was just a rich asshole, but in that moment she
really believes what she is saying. Then she throws her arms around Tamara
and hugs her tightly, and she realizes she has not hugged someone honestly
in a very long time. “He was so wonderful,” she says. She lays her head on
Tamara’s shoulder, and, for a moment, feels the weightlessness of a soul who
has been forgiven. Cue the waterworks.
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MOLLIE MCMULLAN

Daughter of the
Irishman and the
Honeybee
There are tales of voracious men
Fathers with sharp teeth,
husbands with claws
My mother knew one
He drank her milk from her baby’s mouth,
stole honey from a hive
He saw my hunger and scolded it,
watching as I wept for the sustenance my mother knew how to provide
My father was a fire, all-consuming and vicious
His flames could never be suffocated, only discouraged
He taught me the duality of man,
consuming my flesh while wishing I was whole,
cradling my head while pouring salt into my wounds
He forced me to eat against the edge of a silver blade,
offering bread to soak up the blood on my tongue
Hunger was intimate and shameful
My mother was too busy trying to survive to remember my first word
30  Mollie McMullan

She said maybe it was momma
like a plea of some sort
Don’t you dare leave me with this man
Tell me I do not share his blood
Does she know I have his nose?
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Underneath It All (soapstone), Kailey Maher

CREATIVE NONFICTION

EMMA ROWAN

Stony Brook Girl
I threw my flip-flops on and grabbed my string bag off the chair, tossing
sunblock, sunglasses, bugspray, Band-Aids, bacitracin, two waters, two packs
of fruit snacks, and a toy dinosaur inside it before lifting the toddler into my
arms. We were just about ready to go. I opened the screen door and grabbed
my cousin’s hand, lifting her slightly above the big step to the lawn below.
We made our way down the hill while her brother pointed out the colors of
everything around us: the white clouds, the blue sky, the green grass. Once we
reached the road, I looked down at the top of Ella’s head, her braid coming
apart, revealing wild curls.
“Ella, are you sure you don’t want to wear your flip-flops? The ground is
really hot.”
“No, I don’t need shoes. Mommy says we’re Stony Brook girls, we’re
tough.” She quickened her pace and hurried us across the hot street. “I’m a
Stony Brook girl, I don’t need shoes, I’m tough!” she sang.
I smiled like my mother would’ve and adjusted the baby at my hip as I followed her to the beach, kicking off my shoes and meeting the scorching sand.
My mom grew up in Stony Brook in a house just a minute walk away from
where I was watching the kids, right up the block—kind of in the center of
the block actually. A long gravel driveway from the street led to a big brown
house up on a slight hill, where at each window you could see a different side
of the neighborhood. There were light blue and lavender hydrangea bushes
lining the side yard and a magnolia tree in the front that seemed to bloom and
fall so quickly, the white petals drifting to the ground like feathers. Cardinals
and blue jays flew past the wide bay window of the living room and squirrels
were constantly breaking into the bird feeders. My grandma’s unfinished porGANDY DANCER
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traits were hung on the walls above china cabinets and bookshelves covered in
dust. Antique Persian rugs sat on the hardwood floors under furniture enveloped in florals. That was years ago, though. I’m sure it looks much different
now. My aunt inherited the house after my grandparents passed away and was
now shuffling around its innards like a young girl shaking a dollhouse.
My mom’s room was in the attic, so she used to get away with everything. She
used to tell me how she would sneak out all the time as a teenager; climb out
the window to go to some party at the beach, or just to meet up with my dad
on the roof of the pavilion, sneaking drinks and looking up at the stars. I was
always jealous of that, of how much fun she had. Of how she had gotten to
grow up here. I wish I could’ve known her at that age. I wish she could’ve told
me more about it. With my mother gone, I am constantly clawing at puzzle
pieces of her life to put together, to fill the outline she’d drawn of herself in
my mind and never finished.
Something changes in that moment when I make the final turn onto Soundview Private Road. Everything just feels a little more…magical, maybe. The
plastic monotony of the suburbs is replaced with storybook cottages with ivy
climbing the sides like beanstalks and dainty bird baths in the front yards.
The short stone walls that border the houses are covered in moss like patches
of fur, and the chipmunks that dart behind the prairie rose bushes might even
sing if you ask them nicely.
The trees’ towering branches waved at me as I rolled down the bumpy
road. The gravel under my tires crunched to a halt as I pulled to the side and
parked the car. Savoring the last few moments of air conditioning, I took a
second to peer out my driver’s side window. It looked the same as it always
had: a little brown cottage up on a small hill with a screened-in porch, petunias in window boxes, a family of duck figurines on the lawn to welcome you
inside, and anthill cities around the flat stone circle by the front door under
a couple of wooden beach chairs. I pulled the key out of the ignition and
opened the door.
The summer heat hugged me tight, and a slight breeze from the shore
across the street blew some fly-aways from my ponytail in my face and landed
salty air on my tongue. I glanced between the high bush blueberries that
lined the other side of the street and saw a sliver of sapphire blue, the rising
tide of the Long Island Sound. The faint sound of kids screaming coming
from the porch made me whip my head around to face my aunt’s house once
more. My cousin was waving at the front door, and I waved back, making
my way up the grassy hill, passing through the gaps of sunlight from between
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the sugar maple tree branches overhead. Some bumblebees bopped about a
rhododendron bush.
“Hey!” She opened the door and invited me in.
“Hi!” I replied, smiling awkwardly. The screen door slammed shut. I hadn’t
seen my cousin, Charlotte, or her children in a couple years; I was a little nervous to be honest. I wasn’t sure I’d be a good babysitter, if the kids would like
me, or if I’d be able to make good conversation with a four year old. Charlotte
was wearing a long navy blue dress, and her stomach had grown so big it
could’ve had its own gravitational pull. She had short brown hair pulled back
in a claw clip and thin-rimmed glasses. She was so much more of a mom than
when I’d last seen her—when she was in her early twenties, had graduated
college and gotten engaged to some guy named Mike. Now she was seven
months pregnant with her third child. I looked down and saw a little person
attached to her legs.
“Ella is being shy.” Charlotte reached down and tousled the little girl’s
hair, who was sneaking glances at me around her mom’s thigh. Ella had tight
brown coils framing her face, a small button nose, slightly pointy ears, and
smiled like someone who was always causing trouble. “Don’t worry, this won’t
last long.” Charlotte smiled like someone who knew her daughter better than
she knew herself. Then a second, smaller human stumbled onto the porch.
“Look who’s here! Say hi, Jack!” The little boy did not respond but attached himself to her other leg instead, and stole a peek at me from behind
her left knee. Jack had brown curly hair too, but he was more of a mellow
garden gnome whereas Ella was a mischievous elf. His head constituted half
of his round little body, and an inch of his belly stuck out at the bottom
where his Spider-Man T-shirt couldn’t stretch. “He warms up a little slower,”
she assured me. I wished I had someone’s leg to hide behind.
“So, I’m thinking you guys can just hang out here for a little bit, let them
warm up to you.” She explained how she thought today would go as I looked
around at the porch. There was an outdoor rocking couch to my left, scattered
markers and building blocks and tiny figurines ducking for cover underneath.
A small table sat at the center of the room, covered in a teal cloth with a
dainty lamp, some baby wipes, two applesauces, two spoons, and two packets
of Cheez-Its. A smaller, red, wooden table was against the wall, decorated
with various stray lines in crayon and marker, joined by two tiny green chairs.
There was no TV and hardly any cell phone service. No air conditioning and
no fan. I felt my t-shirt sticking to my skin.
“Anyways, I really should get back to work. Ella, why don’t you show
Emma your doll?” she said. Ella snuck a smile at me and dashed into the
living room. Jack babbled something and Charlotte explained to him that
he was going to hang out with me for a little while. Ella ran back in seconds
with a princess doll the size of my palm and introduced us. Jack got curious
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enough to pry away from my cousin’s calf and stomped over to see what all
the commotion was about. Charlotte winked at me and made a swift exit
while they were distracted.
I sat down on the floor, criss-cross applesauce, and it was barely a minute
before Ella had planted herself in my lap.
“My name’s Ella Anne Ciabado and I go to the bestest preschool in Massachusetts.” Except she said it all in a single breath, and Massachusetts sounded
more like “mash-chew-shitz.”
“Cool,” I said. Jack waddled towards the box of toys, no longer interested.
Ella grabbed some of my hair in her sticky fingers and started poking at my
face with the other.
“How do you know my mommy?” she asked.
“We’re cousins, so your grandma is my aunt.” Of course, this made absolutely no sense to her. She cocked her head in confusion but was quickly
distracted by the surprisingly loud thud of a two year old’s feet hitting the
floor when Jack barreled over, plastic garbage truck in hand.
“Truck!” He stuck the toy in my face. His chubby hand smelled like peanut butter. I wondered if I was supposed to throw it, like when a puppy shows
you its favorite ball.
“Yes,” I agreed. That was a sufficient response, I guess, because he turned
and ran back to get another to show me.
“Massachusetts is my home, but we’re staying here in Stony Brook for the
summertime,” Ella said.
I knew that part. My cousin had texted me back in May asking if I’d be
around and willing to babysit. She and her husband planned to stay in my
aunt’s cottage in Stony Brook for the first half of the summer before she was
due in August and had to return home. Since they both could work online
last year, she felt this would probably be the only time they’d be able to come
down for a while. I think she was pretty desperate for someone to keep an eye
on the kids while they worked from home. When I didn’t answer for a week,
she asked me again. It wasn’t that I didn’t want to see my cousins and help her
out, it was that I wasn’t sure if I could handle it…
I wasn’t sure if I could handle being in Stony Brook again.
In Stony Brook, at Soundview, she is everywhere. There’s just something
about the way the setting sun hits the saltwater at high tide; the way the ospreys seem to glide across the clouds as they leave their nest on the light pole,
going to find food for their young; the way the sand crabs scurry back into
their self-made labyrinths, leaving tiny bundles of sand in piles around their
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doorways to the underground, that makes me think of her. The little blonde
girl that runs into the water, laughing and utterly fearless, is her ghost soaking her sun-bleached hair in the saltwater one last time. The butterfly I spot
fluttering around a patch of daisies by the pavilion is merely her spirit coming
back to see if the boardwalk’s changed. I can hear her laugh in the seagulls'
calls, see her hair whisking around her face as a breeze pulls my bangs over my
eyes, feel her feet touch the hot asphalt as I cross the road to the beach, carrying Jack in one arm and holding Ella’s hand with the other. When I chase
Jack—who is clad in a diaper and laughing hysterically—all around the front
lawn, it’s her legs that eventually catch up to him before he squirms out of my
grasp again. When I change a diaper for the first time and nearly puke, it’s her
hands that fold the flaps of white fabric around the baby’s soft belly, fixing it
from facing backwards.
I don’t know if I believe in an afterlife or ghosts or whatever, but if my
mom’s soul is still hanging around, she’s here. She used to joke around and
tell me that when she died, we could just go right ahead and throw her ashes
in the creek. A Stony Brook girl’s burial at sea.
The way my mom talked about Soundview, I was convinced that leaving it was her biggest regret. When they got married, my parents moved
to an apartment deeper into the suburbs, far from the seashell-lined shores
and marshlands my mom was used to. When she told me the stories of her
childhood, her whole face would light up and she’d smile like the little girl
she once was. It was a beachy glow that couldn’t come from the shade of our
suburban apartment, overshadowed by shopping centers and empty parking
lots. My mom and dad had moved looking for a bigger place for their future
kids after being unable to find one back in Stony Brook. I couldn’t help but
feel like it was all my fault somehow. As the first-born daughter, it felt like I
was the reason they had to leave. I had pulled her away from the home she
had loved so much and dragged her here. I used to imagine the summers I
would’ve had if they’d stayed on that same block, if I had grown up there. I
saw myself as the main character of her stories: camping out on the beach
with friends, taking a canoe down the creek and exploring the marsh, getting
into all sorts of trouble with blonder hair, tanner skin, and more freckles on
my nose. I think she would’ve been so much happier in Stony Brook—we all
would’ve been. I know at least that I would’ve been happier if she was.
There was a short time my mom had gone back to that room. She had
gotten sober, for what we hoped was the last time, and ended up back in the
place she’d grown up in at forty-something years old. This was a couple years
after she’d left, after my dad had told her she had to choose between us and
drinking and she’d walked out the door with a half-empty bottle in hand. She
spent the years in between trying to stay clean and failing, flipping through
apartments and jobs like pages in a book. She could never stay sober for long.
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All the while I wanted nothing to do with her. I was so mad for so long. She
had walked out of my life when I was eight years old, and she always thought
she could pop back in as she pleased. Now, she was back in her parents’ house
after giving up on being a parent herself.
I shouldn't say that. My mom never gave up on anything. Not fully. All the
times she picked up the bottle she’d eventually put it back down. It was those
times that were so confusing. There’d be months of rhythmic tides, calm ones
of weekly visits and promises of birthday presents. Then, there’d be months of
home-wrecking, car-flooding waves, of calls going to voicemail and late night
hospital visits. When she would come over on Sundays, she would try to talk
to us like everything was normal, like nothing had happened. I couldn’t do it,
and I resented the way she could. I would lock myself in my bedroom when
she’d visit, holding my hands over my ears with tears streaming down my face
when she’d beg me to let her in. I wanted to be happy that she was finally
okay—I swear I tried to be, but I couldn’t trust it. It was like waiting for a rip
current to drag you under by the ankles, to pour black water into your lungs
and sink you like an anchor to the ocean floor.
I was in second grade when I realized my mom wasn’t going to be there the
way she should’ve been.
The bus driver had looped around the block twice before he had to let me
off. His eyes were filled with pity as they met mine in the rearview mirror.
“Sorry, kid,” he said, “I got other stops to make.” I looked down at my
Skechers and shifted in my seat, poking around in the dusty brown leather
cushion to the spongy inside. There were a couple other kids still on the bus,
looking outside at the empty street and looking at me, confused. ‘Where is
her mother? their tilted heads and peering eyes seemed to ask. I sighed and
looked out the window, the smell of gasoline and old pencils filling my nose.
The sunlight shone through the trees that lined the opposite side of the road
without warmth. The opened door had let in an autumn breeze, goosebumps
rising on my arms underneath my Hello Kitty T-shirt. The engine whirred.
“C’mon, I’ll wait here until you wave from the deck, okay?” He had creases on his tanned forehead and wrinkles at the corner of his kind eyes under
gray bushy eyebrows. I didn’t want to be difficult. I got up without meeting
the other childrens’ gazes and hopped down the bus steps, muttering a quiet
“thank you” to the driver as I got off. I stepped onto the curb, pushed open
the green gate to my backyard, and ran to the stairs of the deck without looking back, the crisp scent of fallen leaves and dirt filling my lungs. We lived
in the upper half of a duplex, so our deck was a whole story off the ground,
giving a perfect view of the backyard below and the side-street.
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The loud thud of my sneakers hitting the wooden boards disrupted the
calm October afternoon and birds fluttered from their spots in the trees as I
reached the top of the stairs. Panting, I walked over to the railing and waved
at the big yellow school bus, which roared to a start at my signal and rolled
down the block.
The back door was open. I threw my pink backpack on the kitchen floor
before dashing down the hall to my parents’ bedroom, skidding to a stop at
the doorway. Suddenly, I was scared; what if something had happened and
that’s why she hadn’t come to the bus stop? What was I going to find? With
two tiny hands gripping the wooden doorframe, I peered into the room and
spotted a lumpy figure on the bed, the afternoon seeping in through the
blinds and placing lines of light across the covers. I tiptoed over to my mother’s side. She was sleeping. Her golden hair was splayed out against the dark
blue pillowcase and her long eyelashes casted a small shadow on her cheeks,
tiny clumps of mascara sitting around her eyes. Her cheekbones were higher
than mine and her nose was straighter; it didn’t have the awkward bump on
its ridge that I would grow to despise. I reached out a hand and gently shook
her shoulder. She shot up, startled.
“Wha—What? What’s going on?” she asked, eyes still half-closed. When
she made me out, her eyes went wide. “Emma? What are you doing here?”
I didn’t say anything. I watched her eyes move to the alarm clock on the
cluttered nightstand and grow even wider. “Oh my god, is it that late?” Her
breath smelled like wine. “I must’ve overslept.” It was half-past three. I shifted, pulling at a strap of my overalls.
“The bus driver was waiting,” I said, picking at the Snoopy Band-Aid
around my index finger with my thumb.
“Boo, I’m so sorry.” She reached up to cup my face in her palm. She always
called me that. Something gleamed in her blue eyes that I couldn’t make out.
The poof in her bangs, what she liked to call her “Farah Faucett hair”, was
squashed on her forehead from the pillow. Her nails were polished bright
cherry red. They always were. “Let’s not tell Dad about this, okay?” The corners of her lips turned up in a forced smile, her pink lipstick smudged. I
nodded. “That’s my boo,” she said, “and this won’t happen again.”
It did. A couple more times, in fact. Eventually, the bus driver wouldn’t
loop around, he’d just let me off and wait for my signal at the back door.
Eventually, I stopped expecting her to be there.
I later decided in my teenage years that I was going to shut her out at all costs.
I didn’t need her. I could do everything on my own; I was tough. I wasn’t goGANDY DANCER
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ing to be sad; I was going to be angry. The times when she’d come knocking
at my door expecting forgiveness or pity were annoying. I didn’t want to be
reminded of her because a reminder of her was a reminder of all the hurt she’d
caused. Anytime I had to speak to her, we’d always just end up screaming at
each other.
I can’t even remember all the fights we had, all the things we said to each
other. I know they were almost always about her playing the victim, deflecting by blaming me for not doing enough around the house— angry with
me for not filling the mother-shaped hole she had left. I know that she never
understood why I was so angry with her, that she would beg me to talk to
her again. I know that I yelled a lot of things without saying anything at all,
that I begged her to understand all the things she’d done wrong, that I just
wanted her to apologize, that I just wanted her to be there, that I just wanted
absolutely nothing to do with her. I flinched when she’d try to hug me, the
pungent smell of perfume failing to cover the smell of vodka and the sharpness of her shoulder blades piercing my fingertips. I know that I hate myself
for it. That more than anything now, all I want to do is apologize. I wonder
now if she died thinking I hate her, if she died hating me. I was so stupid
to be so angry, to be so stubborn. If I had known how little time I had, I
would’ve made better use of it. I would’ve begged for more stories. I would’ve
taken her down to the beach and let her stay there for hours. I should’ve
hugged her more. Maybe I should’ve forgiven her, even if she didn’t apologize.
I know now that love and hate are closely intertwined, that you could only
hate something you truly love. I don’t know if I ever hated her, but I know
now that I always loved her, even when I didn’t want to.
My mom was resilient in every way. She was always emphasizing her strengths
when she could, a smug tilt of her chin upwards as she repeated the moments
she was proud of: the marathons she had run in her thirties, the time she’d
beat up a kid for pouring ice down her best friend’s back in middle school, the
time a nurse had messed up her epidural during her second childbirth, nearly
paralyzing her. She had this fearlessness I had admired, but it gave way to this
false indestructibility she convinced herself she had. She was lucky, but she
was reckless. She couldn’t stay drunk for long either. A hospital visit would
usually scare her into sobriety, revealing a liver that was bruising with every
sip and gasping for air. It didn’t make sense that she had survived for as long as
she did, and she kept testing her little miracles. My mom lived off of second
chances until she couldn’t, until it was too late. Even then though, last fall, as
she laid dying in the hospital bed, I half-expected her, needed her, to get up
and yell at us for just sitting there, weeping. To get up and reprimand us for
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thinking we could get rid of her that easily. She didn’t though. And now her
ashes sit in a box in my dad’s bedroom.
The kids and I became friends fast, despite how nervous I was. I liked hanging
out with Ella and Jack; they had so much imagination and so much energy. It
was a lot, but I was definitely never bored.
Whenever Jack was asleep and Ella needed to get out of the house before
she started bouncing off the walls, I’d take her on a walk. Well, I would walk.
She would always end up on my back somehow, her little arms wrapped
tight around my neck and her heels digging into my ribcage. The first time
we went, I made up a game. Everything we saw was a magic something that
could turn you into something else. “Ella,” I’d say, “don’t eat those berries off
that bush over there, if you do you turn into a smelly toad!” Then of course,
because Ella is Ella, she had to do the opposite of what I’d say and “eat” whatever it was I told her not to. If it was a pinecone that would turn her invisible,
I’d pretend to go in circles calling out for her. If it was a flower that could turn
you into a heavy boulder, I’d slump down and pretend I was Atlas climbing
up the hill, stomping my way up the street as she giggled over my shoulder.
This really cracked her up for some reason.
One day we reached the corner of the block at the top of the hill, in front
of my mom’s childhood home. I took a breath and braced myself to look.
Bright blue flowers had bloomed on the hydrangea bushes, and little moss
had grown over the stone path to the front door. I tried not to imagine her
manicured finger ringing the doorbell or her flip flops slapping the rock as she
ran to the front gate, leading the way down to the beach. It looked the same as
it always had, but it was so still. The only movement seemed to be a butterfly
fluttering about the wildflowers surrounding the mailbox. It stood now as a
sort of empty mausoleum, one that was resisting its new condition. It seemed
to be waiting patiently for life— or rather, for a return to the life that had
filled it so long ago. It was surrounded by life and yet trapped in purgatory.
I decided it was no place for the living. All was quiet, and I made sure there
were no cars around.
“Ella, that tree over there turns you into a big, hairy, scary monster!” I
pointed at a tall sycamore tree in the nearby wood and watched a bunny dart
behind the trunk.
“Does it really?”
“Yes, it really does.”
“Does it really, really, really?” Ella had that way of talking that made her
sound like a cartoon character.
“Yes! So whatever you do, don’t eat it.”
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I could practically see her mischievous grin behind my head as she reached
a tiny hand out towards the tree’s towering branches.
“Nomnomnomnomnom mm-mm, so good,” she said, making loud
chewing noises.
“Nooooo!” I yelled. “Oh no! There’s a big hairy, scary monster on me!” I
jumped and hopped and spun around in circles, pretending to try and knock
her off my back. I hollered as I ran down the empty road; Ella’s laughter, and
mine too, filling the whole neighborhood.
I’ve never seen my mom as proud or as happy as when she could take my
sisters and me down to the creek. That was her favorite place in the whole
world. When I was much younger, before everything was terrible, we’d visit
my grandparents at the house. Afterwards, we would go down to the beach
and climb out onto the sandbar during low tide. The sandbar was reached by
walking down the dock near the volleyball net and stepping down a small pile
of rocks onto the wet sludge below. It was pretty far below the main beach, so
the tide had to be really low to see it.
To a seven-year-old me, this was the most spectacular place in the world.
It felt like the sandbar only revealed itself to me, to us, when we wanted it
to. I chose to believe that no one knew about it but us; it was our special
place. It was our saltwater kingdom and my mom was the queen. The black
claw clip that pulled her wispy, golden hair back was a makeshift crown, and
the blue of her irises were reflections of the clear sky above and the saltwater
below. The small pile of rocks that I walk across in two steps now seemed
like a mountain one wrong move from an avalanche back then. My foot
used to stand on a single stone. I’d welcome the gray mud that I’d sink into
after the bumpy rocks had hurt the soles of my feet, the damp black sand
below squeezing between my toes. It always smelled worse down there, like
the worst level of low tide, but I was too happy to care. I’d sprint across the
length of the sandbar and stand at its tip, staring out at the surroundings
of my castle. I could see the shoreline from there on one side and the green
marshlands on the other, and if I looked down, I could see the dark black pits
of the drop-off, just a step away. At the sandbar’s less steep edges, there were
tiny snails in the shallow water. My mom showed us how if you scoop up a
handful of them in your palm and chuck ‘em out into the water, it sounded
like popcorn kernels. One day she showed us how to be a god.
“See these little holes in the sand here?” She held up her yoga pants with
one hand and pointed at the ground with the other. She seemed so tall to me
then, casting a long shadow against the damp brown sand. These were arms
and legs that had helped me take my first steps, that decades later would
become too swollen and yellow for an open casket.
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I ran over to the spot where she was standing and looked down. My feet
were half the size of hers. Tiny pinpricks in the sand were scattered about like
stars. My mom smiled at me, mischief flashing across her face, and stomped.
Water shot up from the sand below like fountains and splashed on her calves.
I squealed and started stomping too.
“It’s the mussels underneath, spitting water up,” she said.
We stomped and jumped and came crashing down all over the sandbar, scaring the mussels below half to death like careless, happy giants, and
watched as the sun set over our oceanic realm, casting the beach in a soft
orange glow.
There were times when Jack would come with us on mine and Ella’s walks.
Mostly when he refused to take a nap, and I couldn’t take them down to the
creek and have them get all dirty before lunch. These were the times I would
pull the two of them around the block; their horse-drawn carriage taking the
form of a red Radio Flyer wagon. After a couple minutes of fighting about
who could sit in the front, who could bring what toys, and who was putting
whose stinky feet in the other person’s space (it was always Jack, and he didn’t
know what he was really doing, only that it was making Ella mad and that
that was funny), I’d pull the wagon down the hill from the front door and up
the block. That was when I came up with another game.
“Ugh, Jack! You’re sitting in my spot! You big—”
“Ella, wow, look at this!” I gasped as I picked up an empty acorn top from
the side of the road. She stopped sticking her tongue out and shoving at her
brother to look over at what I’d found. Jack just sat there, binky in his mouth,
unbothered. “Do you know what this is?”
“No, what is it?”
“I think it’s a fairy boat for when it rains.”
“Really?” She scrunched up her nose and tilted her head.
“Yeah, there’s lots of magic lost things if you just look for ‘em.”
And then that was our thing: finding the magic-lost-things. A dandelion
was the last ingredient in a witch’s brew, a broken-off piece of asphalt was a
space rock from a blazing comet, a clover was good luck even if it only had
three leaves. All of them were magic-lost things, grateful to be found by us.
We knew just how special they were.
Ella began to bring a small plastic pink purse to carry them in. At the end
of each day, she’d go up to Charlotte and show her all the things we found,
telling her she had to hide them in a secret, special place where nobody could
find them.
Once, Jack fell asleep on our walk. I had taken a glance backward to check
on them, wondering why it was so quiet, and found his little head slumped
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down, his binky still in his mouth. Ella was fascinated with our latest find,
staring at the halved rock, which was actually a broken troll egg, that I’d
picked up a couple minutes ago. When I’d brought them back and passed
him off to Charlotte, she’d been shocked.
“It’s usually so hard to get him to fall asleep,” she said, her eyes wide.
Ella took advantage of the opportunity and grabbed my arm, pulling me
back out onto the porch. There was a big princess party we had to get ready
for. We were already running late.
He didn’t always go to sleep so easily. On a particular day in late June, all Jack
wanted to do was drive me crazy. He and Ella had been bickering all morning,
and he absolutely needed to take a nap. He had pulled one of her curls for the
fourth time when I finally just scooped him up and took him into the living
room and told Ella to wait for me out on the porch. We had to be quiet in
the house since their parents were working and I tiptoed over to the daybed.
The living room was all wooden: wooden floors, wood-paneled walls, and
old, dark wooden furniture. A faded, antique-looking rug covered most of the
floor, scattered across it were toy cars and picture books and tiny socks. Pictures of my aunt on her wedding day and my cousins’ baby pictures adorned
the walls, in addition to an old cuckoo clock and a map of Long Island. There
was a daybed that folded out of the couch in the corner, next to a small table
home to a stack of diapers and baby wipes. I laid Jack down on the mattress,
making sure pillows were surrounding him so he couldn’t roll around and fall
off. The second we sat on the bed though, he wasn’t tired. He immediately got
up and started jumping into the pile of pillows I’d made.
“Jack!” I shouted in a whisper. He laughed maniacally. I shushed him to
no avail. Everytime I’d catch him and put him down, he’d just get right back
up and do it again. I can’t remember how long this went on for. At one point,
I laid my head down and pretended to sleep, hoping he’d want to copy me.
Instead, I opened my eyes to him hanging an inch over my face and lighting
up once he saw I was awake. It had become a game. Ella had begun to yell at
me from the other room.
“Emmaaaaaa,” she yelled. I dashed from the bed to the doorway of the
porch and begged her to just be a little more patient.
“I promise I’ll be right there. He’s just about to fall asleep, just please be
quiet.” She wasn’t, of course, and this happened about five more times. I got
more and more worried Charlotte could hear all the commotion.
I thought I might lose my mind. I decided the bed wasn’t working; I
picked Jack up in my arms again despite his squirming and whining and
stuck a binky in his mouth. He still had that baby smell, even though we’d
gone to the beach earlier that day. There was some sand in his hair; I brushed
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it out with my hand. I did the only thing I could think of: I started rocking
him in my arms. Even he was surprised, I think, because he stopped wriggling
and looked up at me with his big brown eyes. I’d never done that before.
It was like some weird instinct I never knew I had. I felt ridiculous. I even
started singing something quiet.
It actually worked too. He finally closed his eyes and fell asleep against
my chest. Everything was finally still. Looking at the sleeping boy, I thought
I might cry.
It got to be really hard going back to Soundview every day. After a couple of
weeks, I started to dread the drive there, the final turn into the neighborhood.
It felt wrong going there without my mom when she couldn’t be there. It was
like walking into somebody’s bedroom when they weren’t home. It hurt to
be reminded of her, to have her thrown in my face with every gust of salt air
and every pointed pebble digging into my heel. I wanted to walk out onto the
edge of the sandbar again and just scream, kick the sand and scream until I
had nothing left in me. I wanted to walk out onto the edge and stare into the
abyss of the drop off and let it swallow me whole. It felt like the summer after
I’d lost my mother I’d become one. Not really of course, but sort of. There
was a twisted irony that I hated to think about. My mom would never meet
my kids if I had any. She would never be able to show them this place she
loved so much. I could do my best to try, but I’d never know it like she did.
She couldn’t help me be a mom, even if she was still here; she’d barely known
how to do it herself. I pushed her away as my mother for so long, so why did
performing this motherly role make me think of her so much?
Underneath it all, I missed her. I had tried to push her out of my mind
for months; I couldn't do that here. I’d been so mad at her for so long, but
all I wanted now was to have her back. I’d suck up the whole sound through
a straw if it meant I could have her back, just to tell her I’m sorry. It’s an ache
in my chest, a pit in my stomach, a tug on my hair that will never leave me.
I started to realize though, why my mother couldn’t ever really give it up.
I loved these kids so much. I wanted to protect them. I wanted to help them.
I wanted to make them happy. I couldn’t imagine ever wanting to hurt them.
Why could my mother do that so easily?
My mom used to say that she loved us more than anything in the whole
world. I remember her saying once, that nothing compares to the love a
mother feels for her daughter. She used to say that all the excruciating hours
of labor were worth it, forgotten even, once she’d seen my squishy, red face,
how she knew then that being a mother was what she was made to do. If that
were true though, how could she leave? What could’ve been more important?
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On a hot, sunny, July day, we ran into my aunt at the beach. Jack was back
at the house, so it was just Ella and me. She was burying my feet in the
sand when Dawn walked over to us with her dog, a light brown, long-haired
dachshund. Her name was Sadie. When I was really little and used to go over
to my aunt's house, Sadie would run under the nearest bed once she’d heard
my light-up sneakers hit the hardwood floor. She was older now and came
right up to us, her tail wagging.
“Emma! I heard you were down here.” She smiled at me, and I stood up,
brushing the sand off my legs.
“Hey, I wasn’t finished yet!” Ella crossed her arms and furrowed her brows.
“She’s a character, isn’t she?” my aunt said, chuckling. She had light
blonde hair and blue eyes that crinkled when she smiled. Her bangs framed
her heart-shaped face, and she always wore some dainty necklace and earrings
to match. Dawn was one of my mom’s older sisters, and she looked the closest
to her out of all of her nine siblings. She was what my mom should’ve been:
happy, alive, home.
“She is,” I said.
“Hi Grandma,” said Ella.
“Hello sweetheart.” Dawn bent down to tousle Ella’s hair. “I’m so happy
they’re down here and I get to see them.” A pang in my chest—jealousy
maybe, hurt mostly. “She can be quite a handful though I bet.”
“Maybe, but mostly it’s fun.” I smiled, letting that hurt pass. I meant it
too.
We talked about how things were going. She told me about the house
she’d bought down the street, how they finally finished the renovations to the
patio. She had a garden growing in the backyard, and told me parsley attracts
black swallowtail butterflies. She told me how I’d have to bring the kids up
to her house for lunch soon, how Ella loves the tree swing in the front yard.
“Emma, come onnnnn,” she interrupted, pouting.
Dawn laughed. “Alright, alright. I’ll let you go. Ella, you be good, okay?”
Ella didn’t respond, just reached up and tugged at my shirt. Dawn and I
hugged, and I watched as she made her way down the road to the big white
house on the corner, Sadie trotting along at her ankles.
“Why don’t we go down to the water, put our feet in,” I said, shielding the
sun from my eyes. I was sweating and sand was getting in my shorts. We sat
way up at the top of the beach, at the start of the ramp to the pavilion and
beside the wild blueberry bush. Ella shifted. “C’mon, I’ll carry you across the
crab lands.”
Ella was terrified of the sand crabs. She always began to cry within two
feet of the holes that populated the upper shoreline. It was odd to see her
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scared; she was very much the type of kid that wasn’t scared of anything. I
didn’t like to see her upset, but I knew how much she liked to splash around
in the water. She needed to get over her fear. She hesitated still, but I rose to
my feet and lifted her up. She winced as we made our way down the beach.
“Ella, it’s okay. I promise.” Her hands were over her eyes, and she buried
her head in my shoulder. “The crabs don’t wanna hurt you. I got you.” She
moved her fingers and peered through the crack between them to the ground
below, still whimpering. I was on my tiptoes, dodging the crab holes like
landmines. “Ella, I thought Stony Brook girls were supposed to be tough?”
She let her hands fall and looked up at me through narrowed eyes, not liking
that I was right. But then she turned and looked out at the beach, stopping
her squirming with a calm resignation. When we passed over their little universe, and reached the darker, damper sand, I plopped her down. She sped
off to the water. I followed and grabbed her hand before she could go in past
her knees.
The water was cold. I welcomed the breeze that rolled off the incoming
tide. The green marsh in the distance sat under a cloudless sky while an osprey flew overhead. Black snails were collected on the seafloor like dropped
marbles and schools of tiny brown fish swam around our legs. Bunches of
seaweed floated about near broken reeds. Empty mussel shells and horseshoe
crab skeletons rested behind us.
As I stood there and looked out at the sound, feeling the sunburn form
on my scalp, holding the hand of my self-proclaimed “Stony Brook Girl,” I
wondered what would happen if I had thrown my mother’s ashes in. Would
the creek bring her back to life, back to me, molding her a body of mud and
smooth stones with saltwater in her veins and the breath of the tide in her
lungs? Or would it take her back, swirling her cinders in with the rest of the
broken, dead, alive things and letting some settle on the banks of the sandbar
before pulling the rest out to sea? I wondered if she’d be happier that way, if
I’d taken some happiness from her. I wondered if she was there then, watching me standing at the edge of her world, of her kingdom I’m not fit to rule,
and if she’d think I was doing any of this right—and if it would even matter.
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GABRIELA NADEAU

black, white, and red
all over your neck,
my lips pressing into you
like i have something to prove.
the words are scrawled over my body,
desperation in lace & cotton sheets—
i am
afraid.
i’ve spent so much time
painting myself in the best of light,
bending over backward
to be pristine and perfect—
for anyone to keep around,
and you
knock on my door in yesterday’s smile,
light up my phone after the credits roll,
and there i am again in my sunday best,
ready for the next round of perplexing agony.
people like you never understand,
even when i twist the meaning
into every syllable of your name—
i am not proud,
i am a music box ballerina twirling at command,
there is nothing inside me
but the desire to be wanted,
and you’re already a goddamn necessity.
the hunger rips through me—
you’ve never seen a wolf before,
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the feral curl of my lip still
alluring for at least a few more days;
i am equal parts pathetic & vicious—
falling in love at a bullet’s speed,
degrading myself at your hands,
convincing myself each time
that it’s new and wonderful
and i am wanted—
i am always wrong,
and left with the same
hollow feeling curled inside my palm,
left to the reruns every single night
because i just can’t
breakthrough.
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FRANCES SHARPLES

entomology
It is such a relief
having lost you.
You called me today
while I was flirting
with another high
school romance,
they had a dragonfly
tattoo. Lifetimes ago
you wanted us
to fuck on your windowsill
so long as you were
facing it. The world could see
your face and my
body being fucked. There is
no gentle in you
the way there is in a
dragonfly tattoo, the way
sweet bodies lean
into each other in between
the aisles of a bookstore, the way the
snow fell on my windowsill
this morning. When I woke up
alone in my body,
your parasite cast aside
while I slept gently and warm.
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FRANCES SHARPLES

placebo
is the path i take to a lover’s house in the middle of the night. is when i get
home safe. is the clean cut of nicotine after you’ve gone to bed. is when i
loved you in the back of your mother’s car, i pulled your body into mine
and you said you loved me. is most of the loves i’ve had, right? that’s what
that is? is that lovely feeling. i love you, what a lovely feeling. she’s so beautiful, what a lovely feeling. full moon and i whisper your name to the ashes,
what a lovely feeling.
isn’t any number of poems i forward to your school address. isn’t what i
promise i can give to you. isn’t driving home from the hospital three towns
over, undoing myself in her car.
is the name our children will call me. is your pretty face between my knees.
is the classics that you fall asleep to. is cigarettes. god i would love to smoke
a pack a day, would love to have an addiction that isn’t yours.
isn’t when you woke up in my arms and asked me for her name. isn’t her
name. isn’t my teeth digging into your shoulder. isn’t your shoulder. isn’t my
slippered feet drifting up the stairs to bring you your cup of coffee. isn’t the
promise you wake up to. isn’t the promise that i press into your sleep-stained
skin.
is a man’s touch. is your fingers in my mouth. is lukewarm coffee, some
things i can’t endure.
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I’LL GIVE YOU SOMETHING TO WORRY ABOUT (water soluble graphite and watercolor
on paper), Brielle Sarkisian

FICTION

MISTY YARNALL

Snapshot
Four electric-blue straps crisscross over my belly button, parting my cleavage,
looping around my neck. Thin lace dusts over my nipples. I bought the strappy lingerie for seven dollars online. Spinning in front of the bathroom mirror,
I search for the problematic areas, but the straps magically lift and hold my
figure in a flattering form. The cheap getup wouldn’t last any woman more
than one night, even with the gentlest lover.
Wrapping a gray towel around myself, the bright neon straps web across
my bare shoulders. Unlatching the door, I peer around. His roommate across
the hall yells at a video game. Tiptoeing, I twist the brass knob and enter.
David is distracted by a video on his phone.
I drop the towel.
Eyes caught on mine, he swipes up on the camera app on his phone,
positioning it like a weapon in his grip. I’m quick to swat it away. The phone
flops over the side of the bed, rolling on the carpet.
Leaning over, he wipes the screen with his sleeve, examining for cracks.
He asks me why he can’t take my photo, but all I can think of are horror
stories of women losing jobs, remembering girls in high school sending nudes
to fake teenage boys on Kik, and the idea of the creepy government officials
that may or may not have access to our entire camera rolls. This surprise was
meant for David, for this moment. Not to throw in a spank bank with other
comparable photos.
He doesn’t understand. I’m supposed to trust him. We turn on a movie
instead.
In bed, I toss and turn within his grasp. Elbows nudging his ribs, face nuzzling into the same fold of his neck, my toes wiggling outside of the covers.
I want him to remember I’m still here. I want him to take my picture. Want
him to not give up so fast on showing me he adores me. His breathing heavies
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and lessens. A borderline snore sends a pang of disappointment through my
backbone. I readjust again. Please don’t fall asleep yet.
I wish David had photographed me from all angles around the apartment.
I imagine myself, fingers grazing the full body mirror hanging off the back of
the bedroom door. Sitting in the oversized leather chair, his glasses perched
on the tip of my nose, leaning in, ready to share a secret. We both knew I
already was, if electric blue wasn’t already out of my comfort zone, the straps
wrapped around me like duct tape on an old bumper weren’t my typical look.
He knew this was hard for me.
The next morning, lines trace my skin where the straps were a little too
tight. Next time it wouldn’t be a surprise. I throw away the electric-blue lingerie, wad it in a plastic bag so it won’t be as noticeable in the trash.
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KAT JOHNSON

six of cups reversed
when i was a little girl i used to take baths every day. draw on the walls with bathtub-safe
crayons,
etching my thoughts and feelings into something that could be scrubbed away by my mom’s
dry, cracked hands. sometimes, my mom drops me off at my dad’s. comes into the kitchen
and notices
the walls are painted a different color than they used to be. behind the bathroom door, i can
hear her
crying. i used to turn the faucet all the way to hot. press my palms into the water, splash my
face with the cold of the sink after i got out. wrap myself in a towel, shivering skin touching
the icy tile floor.
crawl into satin pants and slippers and wait by the door.
sometimes, when i was a little girl

when little a girl

sometimes
i would creep quietly to my
parents’ bedroom door and

sometimes i was a girl

when i was little

work up the courage to knock.
nothing was wrong
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except
my hear
tbeat p
ulsing
throu
gh my
veins
a train
through silent suburbia in the middle
of the night. what’s wrong,
honey? my mom would ask, her love only
can censor so much of the sound of
my father’s hesitancy and she’s fine send her back		

56  

to sleep.

JOCELYN PAREDES

Little One
Before you, my days were secreted
with gloom. The unruly rituals
and trials were endlessly disappointing.
I desired desperately to spawn
life in my womb.
“It’s a girl,” said the nurse, handing me
your crying vessel. Rich and luminous
you were—my little mount of sunshine.
Wounding me slow, scarring me deeper
is knowing that I must let you fulfill
your destiny of sunning someone else’s essence.
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MOLLIE MCMULLAN

CREATIVE NONFICTION

On Bruised Knees
You’re four and sitting on the white bedsheets as a nurse cleans out your
mom’s c-section incision that refuses to heal. He’s all smiles as he sterilizes
the open wound, making jokes to your mother, whose eyes are shut tight.
His assistant appears a little more sensitive, trying to hide the bloodied gauze
from your prying gaze. Curiosity triumphs over any sense of self-preservation, so you stick around. The scene is reminiscent of Hemingway’s “Indian
Camp,” just a little less bloody and a little more contemporary. Your mom
turns her head away from you but can’t manage to stifle the occasional hiss of
pain. You’re still perched next to her like a loyal little bird, but can’t seem to
leave your post to comfort her. She’s been reduced to an open wound. These
sessions are where you learn what sepsis is and just how lethal it can be.
You’re five when you decide you don’t want to be a mother. You own baby
dolls who won’t die from SIDS, the mysterious phenomenon that you had
heard about on some TLC show, so they’ll have to do. You tell your mother
that you’ll never have children, even when you’re thirty, which seems like centuries away. But, again, you’re five and haven’t quite figured out the difference
between minutes and hours. With a laugh, she tells you that she felt the same
when she was your age. This is the first time you remember feeling fear. It is
all too familiar now.
When you’re six, you tell your mom that she’s like Cinderella, your current favorite princess, because she’s “always cleaning on her hands and knees.”
Being a mother means cracked palms and sweat, and you’ve pledged yourself
to being clean and whole, like Cinderella post-fairy godmother. Every time
you look your mother in the eyes, you hear her wistfully recount sitting in the
back of her high school boyfriend’s truck and drinking grape soda. Your mom
loses pieces of the woman she used to be each time she bends down to pick
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up a rogue Cheerio that strayed from your little brother’s highchair. Where is
her fairy godmother? Where is her grape soda?
You first start going to church at eight as per your father’s requests. You
supposed he wanted to put your baptism to good use. Every Sunday, you
would panic upon waking up, dreading the large cold room and the monotonous hymns. You try to bury these mornings, but memory prevails. The most
memorable service was about Mother’s Day. Towards the end of the service,
the pastor asks all the mothers in the room to stand up to be appreciated
and applauded. Your father misunderstands the request. He thinks the pastor
wants all future mothers to stand. He tries to pull you and your sister up into
standing positions despite the ache in your knees from coming up from a
kneel too fast. With his hands around your wrists, he grits into your ear, “If
you don’t stand up right now, you won’t have technology for a week.” This
threat scares you. You’re eight and addicted to Minecraft. How else are you
supposed to spend your time without the game? You and your sister stand for
the longest three seconds of your lives before slamming down into the pew,
heads down, cheeks ablaze. Shame has coiled itself in between each individual
rib, snaking up into the cavity your heart lies in. You do not repeat this story
for another five years before it hurts less. Your mother doesn’t even remember
it. For eleven years, you do not know exactly why you were so ashamed. But
now you do. You were being groomed to be a mother. And that was terrifying. You saw the ferocity of your father’s desire to be a future grandfather, as
though your worth was aligned with your status as a prospective bearer of
menstrual cramps and children. You do not want to be Mary, who was forced
to carry a child because of the will of the Holy Spirit. You think you deserve
more autonomy.
Your father and his absurdity is stained on you like red wine. You know
how tough that shit is to get out from your seventh grade stint with Mrs.
Ristau, your unforgettable home economics teacher. Every other day, in between sewing tutorials and laundry dos and don’ts, you listen to her tales of
being a tireless wife and mother. You wonder how she’s still standing. She
laughs when recalling how she got rug burn from scrubbing the carpet on her
hands and knees while her husband shouted at the TV, watching a particularly rough tackle. You and your female classmates are baffled. There is nothing
funny about existing just for your usefulness. Hearing this story makes you,
for the first time in your life, want to fail a class. If you learn nothing, you will
not have to take care of men. Your napkin folds get sloppier, and suddenly
you forget how to fold ingredients into your batter mixtures. The guys in
your class elbow each other and grin. You’re certain they have the same smiles
as their fathers. Every night, you see your mother tend to your father’s every
need. She doesn’t even eat dinner with you anymore, not even her favorite
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meals. The man she married is too demanding. This is motherhood. This is
wifehood. You don’t want either.
In tenth grade, when your best friend walks into a church next to her
mother’s coffin, you don’t let your tears escape from the confines of your
waterline. No tears of yours can resurrect the mother she lost. There is no
use trying to water a flower that has already started to smell of the sickly
sweetness of rot. The bagpipes outside the church walls wail into the gray
sky. They sound as shrill as a hungry newborn. Three hours later, after her
mother has been buried, you sit next to your friend in a local diner across
from her father, who is now a gutless willow tree, which is how you’d describe
her mom, too. His suit is too big, cheeks too gaunt. He is hollow. You almost
write “fuck” in cursive on a napkin, because man this fucking sucks. Your best
friend stops you. Since then, her house has felt empty. There is a stillness that
her mother used to occupy. She was the glue that kept the seam of your best
friend’s life together, and now she is gone. This understanding allows you to
reinforce your anti-motherhood sentiment. You will not permit yourself to be
depended on so heavily that your loss disturbs the very foundation that your
children had been growing up on.
The next thing you know, it is the summer of 2020 and you are cleaning
out your hoarder father’s garage. Quarantine had left you stir-crazy and anxious to remove all traces of him from your life. You come across a mysterious
jug labeled “poisen.” The man can’t spell. You think it’s funny. It is then that
your mom laughs. With a smile, she speaks of how antifreeze cannot be detected when testing for drugs, something she picked up from one of her Forensic Files binges. Her eyes harden into obsidian despite the glare of the sun.
Here’s the important part: when she gives you her bank account information
in case your father kills her with the sweetness of antifreeze, do not freak out.
You are allowed five seconds to silently panic before she starts to furrow her
eyebrows and worry that she should not have told her seventeen year old, who
can’t go to the dentist without taking Xanax, that she feels her end is near. You
have spent your entire life trying to calm the waters your mother has to sail
on. You cannot do anything this time. You are not Poseidon. You are Medusa.
It is better to look away.
You grow up thinking that motherhood means being torn in half from
your center, going hungry, being on your hands and knees like you’re praying. Being a mother often means engaging in the affairs of dangerous men.
Men who don’t nibble. Men who sharpen their teeth with pocket knives and
devour. Motherhood is perilous and sacrificial, and you cannot afford to lose
more pieces of yourself. You are aware that there are mothers who happily
choose the lives they live, who smile when stirring in ingredients for a meal
meant for five people. But that is not you. You were not meant to be soft and
pliant. You were born with thorns.
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Logically, you also know that not all mothers are wounded creatures or
broken women. But you were a pink, fleshy child who grew up being nestled
against the breastbone of a skeleton. Your mother was a woman slaughtered
by motherhood and its expectations, who unconsciously led her daughters
into the house of a butcher. You were a pitiful “for just seventy-nine cents a
day…” child who grew up to be incapable of caring for your beloved fuzzy
cactus, Frank. You were a shelter dog to your friend’s mothers who wanted to
nurture you, to feed the starving dog that you were. You don’t know anything
else. You are a victim of motherhood, a redness that metastasizes. You want
no part in it.
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Home (in a body) (pastel on paper) Mollie Ward

Wisdom (oil and acrylic on canvas), Brianna Olsen

LIDABEL A. AVILA

Self Sacrificial
I have made a life
out of cutting out ribs
to build your spine.
My lungs have little to hold on to,
their hands slipping
on tissued flesh,
their safety net of marrow
charged with sheltering
someone else's vitality.
I promise I won’t be too long

[if I run out of ribs,
my torso will fold over
and start plucking from my calves–
I think my femur is sturdy].

I just have to inscribe
my grievances
in the skin of this eulogy
before I go back
to giving
you
everything.
oh,
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are you thirsty...?

I’m so sorry,
I should’ve noticed
your empty chalice.

of mine

let’s fill it with the contents

[apologies for the metallic taste
but at least it’s unalloyed].
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LIDABEL A. AVILA

Where My Head Lays
I’ve had many houses
but never a home

I forget
which house I’m
in sometimes-–

[one where my toes can curl
into polyester rugs
and the hallways smell
like Fabuloso and
fabric softener].

the wallpaper getting air bubbles
from the barbwire fence underneath,
the bed springs tearing away
flesh, like tattered fabric,
after getting up at sunrise.

so when I think
I hear ceilings crack
from rusting pipes
and smell gas from the open oven
I thought I closed, I
tell myself
“you do not live there anymore.”
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ALEXIS SANTOS

I Was the Moon
Stalking a Castaway
I enjoy most how you tan your velvet underbelly
in a pool of my own light.
How long can I watch you
wrestle lizards into rolling papers,
fish scales tangled in a salt pepper beard,
and an understanding that neither are poor decorum.
There was only ever your one prayer
floated to me rolled in a bottle,
silent as memory. Whispered before into sand
for gossip amongst the conch shells,
it was your desire to be one with the ecosystem
that was growing under your waterspout,
fulfilled.
But what is left of your beliefs,
and why do they move like poisonous caterpillars
through the mangos?
When did I begin to hover
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just above you while you slept? Weeping
at my lack of mouth
that could be used for tasting your dreams,
gnawing at their core, screaming
you will die here.
So will what was ours.
The fruit, the minutes swathed in pale sunlight
until they showed like lacework,
the lullaby of the waves breaking the shores maidenhead:
Ours, ours, ours. Let me promise
to guide the starlight
through the sand to char your bones.
Then you’ll allow the sun and me
to become the two backed beast
one more time.
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The Irony of Nike (mixed media; wood, paper, foam, acetate, tulle, acrylic paint, acrylic panel, kangaroo
hide, cochineal powder), Juliana Haliti

EL J AYALA

FICTION

Dog Names
When you are zero seconds old, you will be born. You will be thrust into
this new life and you will be scared and alone and naked and suddenly very
cold. When you are 256 seconds old, you will still be scared but suddenly
very warm in a blanket next to someone who looks just like you who is also
wrapped in a blanket. A woman will hold you, and a man will hold the one
who looks just like you. You will be named Baxter and Teddy. For a long time
you will not know which one you are.
When you are four years old, you will have your first memory and it will be
of you and your older brother on the swings outside of your Cape Cod-style
home. Ranger will push you off of his favorite swing, and you will cry. Mom
will kiss your knee where it’s scraped. It will suddenly stop stinging. That
night in the twin bed you share with Teddy or Baxter—whichever one you
aren’t—he will tell you that he thinks your brother Ranger is mean. You will
fall asleep.
When you are six, you will learn you live in New England and you and your
brother will ask why you don’t have accents. Your teacher will say that you do
and just don’t know it. You will say no, you don’t. Your teacher will explain
that everyone has an accent. Then you will wonder why your parents said you
live in America when you really live in New England.
When you are seven, you will be teased by the neighborhood bully for having
dog names. You will be confused. You are not a dog and that is your name.
70  El J Ayala

You will tell him that when you get a dog you can name it after him so that he
can have a dog name too. He will push you. You will ask him not to do that.
He will do it again. You will cry and go home. You will tell your dad, and he
will say that’s the way of the world. You will tell your mom, and she will ask
what his name is. You will tell her Sylvester. She will call Sylvester’s family.
She will yell at his mother. She will keep bringing up dog names which you
won’t understand. You will be angry at her because she doesn’t yell about the
pushing. When she hangs up, she will tell you that the Miller family can go
fuck themselves. You won’t know what that is but you know it’s bad because
it’s what Dad shouts when his team loses—or when he watches the news. She
will tell you Sylvester is a cat name anyway.
When you are eight years old, you will have your first crush. She will be in the
second grade class that you and your twin brother are in. Her name is Annie.
On Valentine’s Day you will give her a Hello Kitty Valentine, and she will
call you by your brother’s name when she hugs you. After that, you will think
she’s very ugly and you will not like her anymore.
When you are nine, you will sit with your twin on the couch and watch movies when you’re supposed to be asleep. Mom will not notice because she will
have already gone to bed. Dad will not care as long as you don’t complain in
the morning. He will buy you two his favorite DVDs. You will watch Shawshank Redemption. It will be good. You will not understand it. Your twin will
say that he’ll do this every night with you, but by the third night he’s too tired
to stay awake through the movie and his snoring will ruin it.
When you are still nine, you will hear your mom cry upstairs at the toilet and
curse herself for not getting her tubes tied. You don’t know what she’s talking
about, but you don’t ask her. When you do get the courage to go upstairs and
ask, she will slam the bedroom door. You will go to Ranger’s room instead and
find your twin sitting on Ranger’s bed playing Call of Duty. You will join and
forget about your mom.
The next day, your mom will sit all three of you down on the couch, and she
will sit next to your father. She will tell you she has great news. You will have
another sibling soon and that we should all be excited, and you will have
questions, but she won’t answer them. You will ask Ranger later, and he will
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tell you what you want to know. Suddenly your parents will seem very dirty,
and you will lay in bed at night unsure of why you want to know more.
When you are ten, you will get a little brother and he will be named Max.
Mikey Piccone will say your family breeds like dogs and that’s why you all
have dog names. You will tell him his family acts like white trash and that is
why they all have garbage children when they’re sixteen.
Max will have beautiful curly blond hair and it will confuse your family because your dad has black hair. Your friends at school will make fun of it,
saying your mom cheated. You will laugh along but secretly you’ll wonder.
You will think you shouldn’t love Max if he’s not related to your dad. After
all, you love your dad more. But you will be ten and curious. One night, you
will creep into your parents room when they are asleep and you will steal your
mom’s phone. You will read through her messages. You won’t find anything of
note. You feel ashamed. You creep into Max’s room next and kiss his forehead
and tell him he has beautiful blond hair. You tell him you love him.
When you are eleven, your dad will find an abandoned kitten behind the barbershop where he works. He will bring it home and you and your family will
have your first pet. Your father will jokingly say, “We’re a cat family now!” and
your brother will look at him quizzically and point out that your last name
is Barker. Ranger will add that you all have dog names. Dad will shush him.
Mom will name the cat Sylvester.
When you are twelve, you have the same best friend as your brother. That
best friend’s first name will start with a M and his last name with a D, and
you will think it’s cool to call him Doc. Doc will not think it’s cool. You won’t
stop saying it, though, because it sounds cool and you want other people to
think your group is cool. You will notice Doc starts hanging out with your
brother more and will start calling you “Teddy’s twin” because he knows it
will piss you off. You will tell him your name is Baxter. He will jokingly say
it’s a dog name anyway. Teddy will stay quiet, and you will wonder why your
own brother chose someone else over you.
You learn about recessive genes that year, and people will stop saying Max
isn’t your real brother. You will try to explain this to Max, and he will gurgle
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along in agreement. You will pat his beautiful blond hair and understand he
won’t understand.
When you are thirteen, Teddy will tell you about his crush without mentioning their name. He will tell you they are tall and funny and that they like
science and that their eyes are really, really green. You will ask for pictures so
you can see if they’re hot. Teddy will tell you it’s a secret and not to tell anyone at all. You will tell Doc and you two will tease Teddy about it. Teddy will
stop sitting with you at lunch. You will write him off as being an ass who can’t
take a joke. At lunch he will sit with a new crowd and you will notice how he
has made a new best friend who is taller than you and funnier than you and
who has very, very green eyes and is named George, and you will understand
why Teddy wanted to keep it a secret. You will apologize once you turn out
the lights and climb into your bunk bed. Teddy will pretend not to hear, but
you will see him put his headphones in and blast music before you can say
anything else.
When you are fourteen, the summer before high school, you will have your
first kiss with Polly Langley from the YMCA summer camp. You will tell Max
excitedly after you get home. You know he won’t understand. Max will be a
toddler and from his unorganized little mind he will blurt it out at a family
dinner. Your family will laugh, and though your cheeks will turn red, you
start to laugh too. Your dad will sit on the bed with you that night and tell
you about the birds and the bees. Teddy will listen too and smile nervously
when you and your dad talk about your crush. Your dad will ask Teddy if he
likes any girls. Teddy will say he hasn’t found a good one yet. Your dad will
put his hand on Teddy’s shoulder and tell him that the right one will come
along. Teddy will nod. Later that night, Teddy will tell you he and George are
dating and not to tell anyone at all and this time you actually don’t.
When you are fifteen, you will be on the baseball team with Doc. You won’t
be the best, but your coach will say you’re on track for varsity. Your team will
call you “Pup” because you have a baby face and a dog name. You don’t mind
when they say it. Max will be your biggest fan and will come to all of your
games with your parents. Max will become your team’s unofficial mascot, and
after games he runs bases with the players. Doc will call you his best friend
one night when you are both drunk and you will call him yours.
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Teddy will invite George over for a family dinner and introduce him as his
boyfriend. Your dad will raise his eyebrows, then sigh and say, “At least I don’t
have to worry about you getting anyone pregnant.” After the meal, he will invite you, Teddy, Ranger, and George out onto the porch for beers. You will sip
shitty beer under the moonlight until it’s time for your dad to drive George
home. You will watch Teddy kiss George goodbye, and you see your dad look
away. You will wonder if it’s because he’s gay, or because it’s his son. You will
decide it doesn’t matter; Teddy is happy.
When you are sixteen, you will have friends over to get drunk in your basement on your birthday. You will watch Shawshank Redemption. You will chug
vodka. You will pretend it doesn’t burn. George and Teddy will cuddle on
the couch and you will cuddle Alissa Muchelli, from math class. Doc will fall
asleep after his third shot. Soon Teddy will be asleep too, and you will talk to
George and Alissa about life. You three will drink more, and you will laugh
loudly as you help George to the bathroom. Once you get there, George will
start to cry out of the blue and tell you he might be bisexual and ask you to go
get Teddy. You will run downstairs, but Teddy is too tired to move. You will
run back to the bathroom with the bad news, and George will think you are
Teddy and before you can explain, he will kiss you. When you push him off,
he will realize and cry harder. You will go downstairs and lose your virginity
to Alissa to prove you’re not gay. Alissa will say she loves you, and you’ll nod
and fall asleep on top of her.
Teddy will hate you for a month after his break up.
A month later, when you are still sixteen, Alissa will tell you she’s pregnant. Through tears, you tell your parents, and they tell you that you have
to decide what to do. They will not help you anymore. You will start to date
Alissa. You will take care of her and do what she asks, and you will say, “I love
you.” You will not love her. You will, however, love what’s growing inside of
her. You will ride your bike to her house after practice and read stories to her
growing belly. You brainstorm names and think of what your baby will look
like. You will learn it’s a boy. You daydream of playing catch with him and
tying his shoes, and you will be excited to be the best dad ever. You will count
down the weeks until he is born. You will quit baseball to get a job at CVS
and take all the hours you can get. Your grades will start to plummet; soon
you’ll skip school altogether. You will work for as many hours as they let you.
You will look at apartments online that you could afford in a year or two, and
though you will be nervous, you will be excited to be a father.
When you are still sixteen, Alissa will go into labor nine weeks early. You
will rush to the hospital with your mother. You will see Alissa’s parents crying,
but you won’t see Alissa. You will run into the hospital room and see Alissa
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holding Matthew. You will realize something isn’t right. Your baby is blue.
The umbilical cord got tied around his neck in the womb, and you will realize
Matthew didn’t even make it into the world.
When you are still sixteen, you and Alissa break up.
When you are seventeen, you will walk the hallways of school with Teddy and
Doc by your side. You won’t talk as much as you used to. You will have a new
girlfriend, Patricia, but you won’t love her either. You will watch your grades
fall even lower. You will pick up cigarettes. You won’t go out much; instead
you spend your days and nights playing video games with Ranger or taking
care of Max. Teddy will try to talk to you, but you usually won’t listen. Your
therapist will hate you as much as you hate him. You will cry occasionally. In
October, George will walk by with his new girlfriend and call Teddy a faggot,
and you will punch him so hard his jaw breaks. You will be expelled and get a
job doing landscaping with a family friend. Patricia will dump you.
One day, Max will come into your room and tell you he has a present. You
will ask what. He will say you have to guess. You will learn it is not a goose
or donut or a firetruck, and it will make Max laugh that you guessed those
things. He will hold out his present to you. It will be a brand new baseball
he saved up his allowance to buy. You will start playing catch again and tying
Max’s shoes and being the best brother ever.
When you are still seventeen, you will be on a walk with Max and you will
stop to pet a dog. He will have fluffy white fur and he looks like a corgi except
his ears don’t stick up. He will be very friendly and lick your hand when you
go to pet him. He will make Max smile, and you will kiss his head when you
stand up to say goodbye. You will ask the old man with the leash what his
dog’s name is. He will tell you the dog’s name is Baxter. You will hear Max
laugh, and you thank the old man and suppose that if you have to share your
name with a dog, at least it’s a very nice one.
When you are eighteen, Max will get a lung infection. You will take time
off from work to sit with him at the hospital while your parents are at their
jobs. Max will tell you about how he wants to be a scientist someday, that
he likes astronomy the most. He will show you his books about the stars and
name them all. Max will be in the hospital for three months and you get in
trouble for playing catch inside the hospital room, even though it’s just a Nerf
ball. Max will giggle mischievously when the doctors yell at you two. Soon,
though, Max will stop wanting to play catch and will instead sleep all day.
Soon the infection will grow stronger and spread throughout Max. Soon you
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will push the blond hair off of his forehead and kiss him goodnight. It will
not be a good night. Max will not see the morning.
When you are still eighteen, you will quit cigarettes and exchange them
for weed. You will hope your lungs will fill with smoke and you won’t be able
to breathe. You hope you will suffocate too. You will get a vasectomy.
When you are nineteen, you will wave Teddy off as he boards a plane to go
to college. He will hug you last before he goes and tell you he loves you. You
will say it back.
Ranger will take you into work with him at the library and you get a
second job there. You will spend a lot of time reading. You will learn a lot,
especially about astronomy; you will be able to name all the stars. You read
about how stars are born and how, even more fantastically, they die in an
explosion. You will learn how black holes are formed and what comets are.
You will learn about other planets and galaxies. You start to spend your nights
outside staring up. One night you will be there smoking with your girlfriend
Jen, and she will ask why you are crying. You explain that Max used to love
stars before he passed. He was eight, you tell her, and loved catch and had
beautiful blond hair and always made you feel better and that he died a year
ago today. She will ask if he was a golden retriever.
You two break up.
When you are twenty, you will go back to school at night to get your GED.
Your teacher will tell you that you are really smart and will ask why you
dropped out. You say other things came up. You will not mention Matthew.
When you are still twenty, you will look through family photos and wonder why you all have dog names. You will realize that actually you were the
only one with a dog name because you don’t have a nickname. You will realize
Ranger is a nickname for Randolph and Teddy is short for Theodore and
Max was short for Maxwell and that none of those are dog names. You will
remember when you asked your mom where your name came from and she
told you that it came from your great-grandfather. You will wonder if he ever
was told he has a dog name. You will be jealous of your brothers for being
able to say that their real name isn’t a dog name when people told them they
had dog names.
When you are twenty-one, you will go to a party at Doc’s college and you
will drink a lot. You’ll meet a girl there named Ginger, and she’ll ask you if
you want to go back to her dorm. You will. Once you’re there she’ll pull out
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whiskey, and soon after will start looking for condoms. You are adamant that
you need one. You will tell her you can never be too careful. You will tell her
about STDs and how people can get pregnant even after a vasectomy and you
won’t be able to keep it up, and suddenly Ginger will have an idea. She will
pull out a baggie of white power and line it up on the desk and snort some
through her nose. She will invite you to do the same. You will. It doesn’t help.
She will invite you to do some more, saying that it doesn’t always kick in at
first, and you will. Suddenly, sex won’t matter to you at all and you will spend
the night in hysterics, watching your hands shake.
When you are twenty-two, you will be in an apartment you won’t recognize
with a woman you won’t know the name of. She will ask you if you want to
smoke up afterward. You will say yes. You will sit on her fire escape, jittery
from the lines you did before you came out here. After a few moments, she
will ask you what your name is. “Baxter Barker. Yours?” She will take a long
hit and pass it to you. “Danielle Adley.” You will watch her eyelids flutter as
she thinks and you will realize she has beautiful eyes. Then she will light a
cigarette, but choke on the smoke and abruptly start to laugh for what seems
like forever. “You ever been told your name makes you sound like a fucking
dog?” You will take a long hit too and tell her no, no one has ever mentioned
it before. Her eyes will show surprise but you will not see because you will be
looking up at the stars instead. You will think they are even more beautiful
than her eyes. She will set up a few more lines and you will go back inside.
You will not remember anything else that happened that night.
When you are twenty-three, you will wake up in an ambulance somewhere
in New York City and you will see paramedics trying to hold you steady even
though you can’t feel yourself moving. You will see yourself vomit, though
you won’t feel it. You will be so tired it hurts and your muscles will feel like
string. You will not remember most of that year. You will remember your
parents talking with the doctor outside of the hospital room, and then your
memory will jump to a week into rehab when you have group therapy. The
doctor will ask what makes you feel happy, and one girl named Emily will
say stargazing.
You will be in rehab for six months, and most of them you will spend
talking to Emily about the stars. You will show her constellations from the
windows and you will be able to name every star. You will tell her about how
stars are born, and even more fantastically how they die in an explosion. You
will tell her about how black holes are made and what comets are. You will tell
her about other planets and galaxies and she will hate it. She will ask you why
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you must explain everything in the world around you when you could just
enjoy it for what it is. You will think she must be right, and you will be quiet
and sit and stare up at the stars and not worry about understanding anything.
You will ask her what she’s here for and she will tell you alcohol but you
will notice she always covers up her arms even when it’s hot. You will tell your
whole family about her on the phone and they will be hesitantly happy for
you. Mom will tell you Sylvester has died and you will tell her it’s a miracle he
survived so long in a dog family. Mom will not think it is as funny as you do.
Teddy will talk to you four times a week. You will tell him about Emily and
the program and how well you’ve been doing. Teddy will talk about his new
job as a tech monkey at a law firm and tell you about a guy named Brian who
works in television in New York. He says they met online. You will congratulate him and he will congratulate you.
About a week before you leave, you will tell Emily you love her so much
and that you want to spend the rest of your life with her once you get out of
here. You will tell her you’ll wait for her to get out. She will break down in
tears and tell you she can’t—she is married and has a daughter back home in
Connecticut. She is only there to get better for her. She will tell you she loves
you too, but no matter how much she hates her husband, she has to be there
for her daughter. You will ask her daughter’s name and she will say it is Jada.
You will tell her that’s a beautiful name.
When Doc will pick you up, he will ask about this girl Teddy’s been telling
him about. You will tell him everything, and then you will tell him you want
to forget it. You will lose contact with her when you leave rehab. You will cry
occasionally.
When you are twenty-five, Ranger will marry a girl from back home named
Sara and you will all travel to Massachusetts to see the wedding. You will be
a groomsman and as you watch the wedding you will imagine how beautiful
Emily probably looked on her wedding day. You will shake the idea from
your head.
When Teddy is drunk later, he will tell you about how badly he wants kids
with Brian and how he’s gonna marry him. You won’t drink much anymore,
and you will take the chance to apologize to him for being such a shitty twin.
He will ask what you mean and you will apologize for the fact that you told
Doc about his crush and for being sent to rehab and for being depressed and
for dropping out and for the pregnancy happening and for the pregnancy failing and for falling for a girl you can’t have and for the cocaine and for letting
Max die. Teddy will stop you and tell you that you have nothing to apologize
for and that none of that was your fault. He will hug you and he will tell you
that you are his best friend and you will tell him he is yours.
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You will get a job at a planetarium and you will get to tell kids every day
about the stars and black holes and comets and other planets and galaxies and
they will love it.
When you are twenty-seven, you will be the best man in Teddy’s wedding. He
and Brian will look beautiful together and you will joke with them about having children. Teddy will laugh but pull you aside later and will ask you if you
know of any women who might be willing to be surrogates. You will say no.
Later in the night, Ranger will come sit next to you and ask you if Teddy
had asked for you to find him a surrogate. You will say he mentioned it.
Ranger will sigh and say Teddy already asked his wife to be a surrogate but
that she wasn’t sure she could give up her child. He will tell you the whole
thing is a mess. You will say that at least Teddy won’t get a girl pregnant accidentally and you will laugh and sip shitty beer under the moonlight for the
rest of the night while staring at the stars.
When you are still twenty-seven, Ranger will have his first child with Sara.
They will christen their son under the name Gerald Barker and you will hate
the name but you will thank God it wasn’t a dog name.
When you are twenty-eight, you will get a phone call from a woman in a
panic and you will immediately recognize her voice as Emily’s. She will be
at the hospital and she will ask you to come meet her. You will speed the
forty-five minutes there. You will meet a little girl in the waiting room of the
emergency room who looks like Emily. She will introduce herself as Jada. You
will ask her what happened. You will ask her where her mommy is. She will
shrug and stay silent. You will see Emily walk up and she will hug you and
thank you and cry. Her crying will make you cry too. You will ask where her
husband is and she will tell you he’s been shot. You will ask by who. She will
say she doesn’t know over and over again until the police come for her at the
hospital and arrest her. You will drive Jada to the precinct and you will wait
for her aunt to come get her. To occupy Jada, you give her a book about stars
from your car.
Occasionally, Emily will call you asking for help or money for a lawyer,
and you will eventually stop accepting her calls and realize she was not who
you thought she was.
When you are twenty-nine, you will date a girl named Jasmine from the gym.
You will have a lot in common. She will love baseball as much as you do and
you will regale her with stories of your childhood and your brothers and you
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will tell her about Alissa and Matthew and Max and the cocaine and Emily.
You will show her constellations while sitting on the hood of your car and
you will be able to name every star. You will tell her about how stars are born,
and even more fantastically how they die in an explosion. You will tell her
about how black holes are made and what comets are. You will tell her about
other planets and galaxies and she will love it. In turn, she will tell you about
writing. She will tell you about her favorite stories and be able to retell every
single one. She will tell you how characters are born, and even more fantastically how they die in glory. She will tell you about how villains are made and
what subplots are. She will tell you about other worlds and universes and you
will love it.
She will listen intently to every single word you say and you will listen just
as intently to every word she says. She will learn you inside and out, just as
you will learn her inside and out. She will make you feel spectacularly alive
and you will fall in love with every inch of her being. You will fall in love with
every inch of her soul and mind and body and you will suddenly realize how
beautiful Jasmine would look in a wedding dress. You will ask her to marry
you.
She will say yes and you will get married in a small ceremony with only
Teddy, Ranger, your parents, and Doc there for you. It will be one of the
happiest days of your life and you will cry when you see that Jasmine looks
even more beautiful than you ever could have imagined in a wedding dress.
You will kiss her with sticky tears on your face and she will wipe them off and
kiss you back.
She will call you her puppy dog, and it will make you the happiest you
have ever been.
When you are thirty-one, Jasmine will tell you she wants children with you.
You will tell her you want the same thing, but that you had a vasectomy when
you were eighteen, and that it’s too late now to reverse it. She will bite her
lip and ask if Teddy could donate sperm. She will point out it’s your DNA
too, since you’re identical. You will think about it at night and you will hold
Jasmine close and wonder what the best thing is.
When you are still thirty-one, Teddy will approach you and Jasmine and
ask if Jasmine would be willing to be a surrogate for him and Brian. They
explain that they have always wanted a child, a daughter especially, and that
they would like to have a surrogate in the family. You and Jasmine will look
at each other and you will realize this is the best thing for everyone. The only
problem is the matter of who would get the child. They will agree to two
pregnancies, where you will get the child from the first pregnancy and they
will get the child from the second.
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When you are thirty-two, Jasmine will get pregnant through artificial insemination with Baxter or Teddy’s sperm—whichever one isn’t you. You will all
eagerly await the first ultrasound and you will learn it is twins and Teddy will
be so happy for you two. You will think about what your father said when
you were fifteen and you will tell him it looks like Teddy got a girl pregnant
after all.
A few months into the pregnancy, you will learn how hard it is for Jasmine.
The doctors will recommend terminating the pregnancy but after talking it
over with Jasmine, you decide to go through with it. You will explain to
Teddy that Jasmine’s body cannot go through this again and you will apologize profusely for letting him down. Teddy will pat your shoulder and thank
you for doing everything you could.
At one of the ultrasounds, you will learn it is a boy and a girl. You and
Jasmine will rejoice. Secretly you’ve both always wanted a son. One night
Jasmine will turn to you and will confide in you that she doesn’t think she
could handle two children. She will tell you she is scared, and she will tell you
that she made a promise to Teddy to give him a child. She will tell you she
thinks you two should realize this is the last shot, and that she wants to give
one of the twins to Teddy.
You and Teddy will talk. You will tell him that you want the kids to be
close to each other like you and he were as kids. You will tell him that you
want them to know they are twins. You will tell him you want him to have a
child. He will thank you.
When you are thirty-three, Jasmine will give birth to a boy and a girl with
beautiful blond hair and you will love them both so much and you will promise to love them no matter if they get sick or are gay or get pregnant too young
or use drugs too often. You will hold them close for a minute before Teddy
becomes a father. When you are holding your newborn son, you will ask Teddy what he will name his newborn daughter and he will say Cat, because that
is not a dog name. He will ask you what you are naming your newborn son
and you will say Max because that is not a dog name either.
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KIEL M. GREGORY

Submitting to
Literary Journals.
docx
this handout on submitting to literary journals
was adapted and condensed from a workshop syllabus
which was likely adapted and condensed elsewhere
we writers
we do this to each other
it’s in our history,
which is to say,
our blood
let’s pretend
your predicament is serious,
is recent poetry,
and you feel small,
vulnerable, publishable
you, mildly familiar with the world,
are feeling lucky, punk
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you think your skin,
like armor
against the inevitable rejection,
sufficient
believe it—
you are a poem
let that last stanza
breathe
give it
space
on the page
to seize
doubt
let your courage
strength
raw unjustified belief
carry you
to empty fields
populated with contact information
and cover letters
which we will cover next class
remember
to be kind
and the right kind of cool:
read
work
published in previous issues
(and)

the guidelines
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The Mirror’s Truth (gouache, gansai, sumi ink, pencil, colored pencil, micron pen), Erik Carrigan

October Rust (gouache, gansai, sumi ink, pencil, colored pencil, micron pen), Erik Carrigan

ALLYSON VOERG

Letting Go of Past
Shame and Guilt
I wove words into his hair
that I could not say aloud.
To speak them into existence
would be to awaken a shame
so deep inside me.
To see them hang low in the air,
would be to bow my own head
down with guilt, as I do every time
the memory hits the back of my
throat, where his tongue tried to reach
every time.
He would hold my head down,
a wide hand at my nape,
a slab of concrete that stole
my voice so I could not speak.
Now I hold my own head down,
chin inching towards the stones
sinking deep into my stomach.
Each time I recall that memory
is another pin tacked to
the board of my skin,
each time I dare to imagine
what he will think of me,
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what he will see in the story:
that I am weak; I am guilty.
The words come slow, grating my
throat, each one becoming a
methodical blow to my self-esteem.
I begin to cinch myself closed,
but somehow he does not flinch.
He moves only with his words,
which serve to remind me that
my image in his eyes is
unwavering. His love is a
gravity that tethers me to safety
in a swirling storm of uncertainty.
My shaking fingers find
his smooth gold curls, and
I curl and re-curl and recall
all of my past mistakes.
So I may braid them in
to his long hair, hidden within
his acceptance of me.
So I may forget, for even a second,
all that has been done to me.
So I can begin to pry up the
pins and stretch out my neck,
wringing my spine dry of
my shame and guilt,
and stand straight within
my self-sovereignty.
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ALEXANDRIA WYCKOFF

Yosemite, Post-Knee
Surgery
The breeze brushes across my
face; a concerned mother’s caress.
Mountains, soldiers protecting
the land, glance back at me.
The sun glints off the metal
handrails—a constant reminder
of human interference. I shift,
and try to emulate the broad shoulders,
sharp jawlines of those stoic
warriors. But I cannot raise
my chest high enough,
for how can one be a fighter
trapped by crutches under each
arm; chafed skin revealing my
soft exterior? I relent, instead gaze
towards deep trenches hidden
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among each rank, where
battles continue to rage on—
faint roadways cutting into trees
like scratches on well-worn armor.
Footprints spread slowly like a disease.
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ALISON DICESARE

Leslie Pietrzyk’s
Admit This to No One:
A Review
Leslie Pietrzyk’s short story collection, Admit This to No One, illuminates the
lives of Washington D.C. residents. Following a cast of recurring characters
whose lives are intertwined as well as several standalone narratives, Pietrzyk
weaves social and political conflicts together in a series of stories that are
all, ultimately, about power. In the words of the character Lexie, “politics is
about power. Likely art is too.” Not a moment goes by when the reader is not
painfully aware of the power dynamics between any given characters and the
tension they create.
This book is set to the backdrop of Washington D.C., which, as a setting, serves as both a symbol and connective tissue. In the abstract, the city
represents politics and how everyone in the stories wears some kind of mask.
This theme of facade runs through the entire book, especially when it comes
to the elusive Speaker; everyone says one thing and means another, hoping
to be more powerful than someone else. She creates an enticing dissonance
between the characters’ actions and their intentions that makes reading this
book an experience akin to gossiping, complete with all of the accompanying
discomfort and titillation. The city also connects the stories in a more literal
way, bridging the gap between narratives that are, on the surface, unrelated. Two stories, “We Always Start with the Seduction,” and “People Love a
View,” both take place on the Wilson Bridge, which invites comparison, even
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though the first is about the Speaker seducing interns and the second is about
a couple attempting to intervene in an incident between a Black man and a
police officer. The setting makes you think about how all of the characters
are working to their own ends, pretending they’re noble (and, in some cases,
believing it) as they disregard the wellbeing of the people around them.
A unique element of this collection is the cast of recurring characters that
all exist in relation to the Speaker. The first story, “Till Death Do Us Part,”
introduces Madison, the daughter of the Speaker and a woman he had an
affair with who he largely abandoned in childhood, moving on to yet another
new family. Madison, as a narrator, sets the tone for the entire collection, her
voice injected with biting teenaged cynicism. She carries herself with an at
times cringeworthy mixture of precociousness and naivete, scoffing at “cowfaced” bystanders who lack the status she has only because of her connection
to a father who, when asked directly if he hates her, responds “I barely know
you.” Pietrzyk revisits Madison in “Anything You Want,” and then again for
the final story, “Every Man in History,” both of which show her struggling
to connect romantically with men. In every story she’s in, she grapples with
what love really is because the Speaker never taught her, only able to feebly
declare that “I do want to love someone” as she sleeps with married men. Pietrzyk also follows Lexie, the Speaker’s daughter from his first marriage. Her
first story, “Stay There,” stands out because it is the only one in the collection
not set in Washington D.C., though it’s set largely on the journey there. Lexie
is supposedly the one who escaped, the one who “stomped [the Speaker’s]
goddamn heart” and got away with it, cutting him off and becoming an
artist and professor, far away from the world of politics. Yet she still ends up
drowning in the sea of her father, letting her own career implode for an affair,
just as her father did, and desperate for a child so she can finally know unconditional love. After the Speaker left his family “with such shameful finality,”
Lexie struggles to hold onto people, unable to shake this fear that they, too,
will leave. He always holds that power over her, no matter how far she runs.
In some ways, she has power over the student she’s dating. She’s powerless to
aging, which she fears will cause the loss of her desirability, and along with it
both her sexual power and power to have a child—this story is a tangled web
of power structures imploding in on each other and themselves.
In addition to his daughters, the collection follows Mary Grace, a character who works for the Speaker and appears in “I Believe in Mary Worth”
as well as the titular story, “Admit This to No One.” A cutthroat Washington
insider, Mary Grace is the Speaker’s senior staffer, the most powerful person
in the office until the boss walks through the door. Mary Grace is compelling
because in “I Believe in Mary Worth,” Pietrzyk presents her as sympathetic, a
woman struggling to make it in a man’s world and help other young women
when she can. Yet, in “Admit This to No One,” she is revealed to be an opporGANDY DANCER
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tunist. She is with the Speaker because of where he can take her career, and
cares more about getting ahead than whether or not she hurts people, stating
that, to her, “bad news is perversely good news, because it’s a sure indication
that she’s important. That she’s powerful.” The Speaker, though the driving
force behind all these narratives, is only a protagonist in two stories, “We
Always Start with the Seduction” and “Admit This to No One.” The former
is fascinating in how distant and disingenuous the Speaker feels, even as we
glean some insight into his inner world for the first time. Even at his most
personal, the reader is held back and the mask never slips; he is so infuriatingly in control of his own narrative that even as he contemplates jumping off
the Wilson Bridge, he views it from the perspective of the media, wondering
“how the headline reporting his death would read, the size of the font.” His
manipulation of events runs so deep that even the narrative lies to the reader
to favor his version of reality, Pietrzyk ending the story in the masterful move
of revealing “He’s lying, of course. Of course he is,” making the reader feel
both betrayed at the manipulation and stupid for ever believing him.
The stories that stand alone, detached from this web of recurring characters, still focus on power, just in different ways, often stepping away from
political and parental power. “Wealth Management,” the second story in the
collection, focuses on two couples having dinner while the narrator’s wife,
Chloe, is having an affair with the other man at the table, who she calls her
“work husband.” This story had every muscle in my body clenched as all four
grappled for power: the narrator, Drew, doesn’t care about his wife but is
determined to prove himself to be superior to her work husband and also humiliate her as punishment; Chloe and her work husband are flirting overtly,
and the work husband’s wife is flirting with Drew in order to get back at her
husband. The whole scene, which consists solely of the couples talking at a
table in a restaurant, is a power struggle that reveals that none of them care if
they hurt each other or even innocent bystanders as long as they win. “People
Love a View,” also has four people acting towards their own ends, only this
time there are much higher, more physical stakes as a Black man is pulled over
by a cop and his dog is mortally wounded. A woman, Jillian, inserts herself
into the situation in order to help, but really only cares about keeping up the
appearance of a good person and the social currency she will obtain from
it. Her date, Patrick, scorns her even at the risk of appearing racist because
she’s making him uncomfortable. The Black man goads the cop into shooting
his dog just to make him feel bad. Again, everyone’s only thinking about
themselves. This story and “This Isn’t Who We Are” deal primarily with racial
power, “People Love a View” addressing white people being performatively
antiracist and “This Isn’t Who We Are” dealing with internalized racism. The
latter slips into the realm of metafiction, which happens twice in the book,
ending with the haunting command “Read this, and pretend that it’s not
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about you. Publish it, uneasily, as ‘fiction,’” a call to accountability from Pietrzyk herself. Indeed, the use of metafiction calls into question the power
dynamics of the whole collection, written by a white woman who has power
over all of the narratives.
One of the greatest strengths in Pietrzyk’s execution of this collection is
her ability to write unlikable characters who are fleshed out, compelling, and
for whom you end up rooting. As Jillian gets a man’s dog killed on the Wilson
Bridge, the readers cannot be confident that she would have been a better
person if she had walked away. As the Speaker’s daughters hurt their romantic
partners, we can’t shake our pity for their misunderstanding of love, even
when that romantic partner is a student being exploited by a professor. As
Mary Grace grabs shamelessly at power, dismissing a sexual assault survivor
on her staff, we attribute wisdom to her decisions because of how much she
has struggled as a woman to make it in politics. Even the Speaker, so cold
and calculated, has a moment when he claims that “He deserves this delight,”
and doesn’t everyone deserve to find happiness, really?” There are no heroes
and villains in this book. Every single character does at least one questionable
thing, and none of them get happy endings; Pietrzyk often ends on disquieting moments with no closure. This collection is about the fight for power,
and how it seeps into every aspect of one’s life—personal, social, political. The
book doesn’t shy away from the gritty nuances of this struggle as it captures
all the things that power really means.
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An Interview with
Leslie Pietrzyk
Leslie Pietrzyk is the author of the novel Silver Girl, released in 2018 by Unnamed Press and called “profound, mesmerizing, and disturbing” in a Publishers Weekly starred review. In November 2021, Unnamed Press published
Admit This to No One, a collection of stories set in Washington, D.C. The
Washington Post called it “a tour de force from a gifted writer.” Pietrzyk’s collection of unconventionally linked short stories, This Angel on My Chest, won
the 2015 Drue Heinz Literature Prize and was published by the University
of Pittsburgh Press. Kirkus Reviews named it one of the sixteen best story
collections of the year. Her previous novels are Pears on a Willow Tree and A
Year and a Day. Short fiction and essays have appeared in Southern Review,
Ploughshares, Gettysburg Review, Hudson Review, The Sun, Shenandoah, Arts
& Letters, River Styx, Iowa Review, Cincinnati Review, TriQuarterly, New England Review, Salon, Washingtonian, Southern Indiana Review, Washington Post
Magazine, and many others. She has received fellowships from the Bread Loaf
Writers’ Conference and the Sewanee Writers’ Conference, and in 2020, her
story “Stay There” was awarded a Pushcart Prize. Pietrzyk is a member of the
core fiction faculty at the Converse low-residency MFA program and often
teaches in the MA Program in Writing at Johns Hopkins University. Raised
in Iowa, she now lives in North Carolina. Website: www.lesliepietrzyk.com
Gandy Dancer: Admit This to No One is a short story collection that follows
the story of a politically-motivated attack on the Speaker of the House. The
collection explores how this attack affects the women in his life, but its short
stories are not ordered in a clear-cut, wholly chronological manner. What
motivated you to order the short stories the way you did?
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Leslie Pietrzyk: I can’t be so bold as to say that straightforward chronological order bores me…but shaking up the timeline of events offers interesting
and unexpected perspectives. I felt that a book that’s loosely linked—through
place and theme rather than characters—would need to signal early on its
intention to create its own rules, to show it may not be guided by the beginning-middle-end constraints of a more traditional work. Additionally, while
we live life chronologically, how we come to make sense of our place in the
world very much feels non-chronological to me. More and more, I want my
writing to reflect that experience.
GD: Power is a constant theme in Admit This to No One. One of the lines that
struck me the most exemplifies this is the short story, “Stay There,” which
reads, “Politics is about power. Maybe art is too.” I’m interested in exploring
that declaration further. How did creating and publishing this short story
collection inform your view of that thesis?

LP: In a very raw sense, politics is about persuasion, about crafting a narrative
to draw others to your side, about creating a sense of the “truth.” Art, too, is
crafting a narrative: sending one’s private vision out into the uncaring world
and hoping for an emotional response, hoping that others will recognize and
respond to your “truth.” Who could be more power-hungry than the person
saying, “Listen to me. Here’s what I think”? I can only speak to the art of the
written word here, but writers create worlds from mere words on the page,
convincing readers to imagine Hogwarts is a real place, putting them on the
raft with Huck and Jim, creating worry that Hamlet won’t have the guts to
avenge his father’s death. One of my favorite moments as a writer is when a
reader assumes something I’ve written is true; I just love saying, “No, I made
that up.” In my mind, I’m adding, And I made you believe it was true.
GD: This collection grapples with challenging and uncomfortable conversations happening nationwide, from gender, to sex as power to racism and “de
facto” segregation. Throughout your writing process, how did you handle
the nuances and misgivings present in these topics? How did you approach
them?

LP: I knew this book was taking risks, so I understood upfront that some readers might not be willing to follow me. That’s okay. There are plenty of other
books in the world. My approach as I shaped these stories (mostly during the
lockdown) was to lean into the most uncomfortable option at every writing
crossroads: what would make the character the most uncomfortable here?
What would make the reader uncomfortable? What would make me, the
writer, most uncomfortable? Once I identified that option, I went with it.
As for handling these tricky topics, while I worked to get things right, I also
understood that I might fail at points. But, speaking generally, I stayed aware
of avoiding crummy tropes like the “white savior,” and I tried to be hardest
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on what I’ll call “myself ”: the character who was the nice white suburban lady
with good intentions. I wasn’t going to create characters merely to mock them
or poke at easy villains. I wrote with the hope (and possibly good intentions!)
to reflect the complexities of the world around me.
GD: Building from that, “This Isn’t Who We Are” takes a departure from many
of the stories that preceded it in its narration and structure. Instead of directly connecting to the Speaker, it uses an arresting second-person voice to
force the reader to think about how race functions in D.C., but also throughout the United States. Can you talk about how that piece came to be? Were
there any difficulties or trepidations you had to work through in writing it?

LP: Trust me, this is the scariest story I’ve ever written! It came from my
walks around my neighborhood, observing all the well-intentioned yard signs
(which I’m not inherently opposed to) about kindness and such, even as I
thought about various unkindnesses and subtle microaggressions found on
our neighborhood listserve. This led to my thinking about microaggressions
I have witnessed and/or perpetuated, sometimes unknowingly. This story was
intended to be a fictionalized interrogation of myself and my actions, as uncomfortable as that was going to be. This is one of those lucky times where
words just spilled out in a torrent. The more distant second-person POV (not
me or I, but “you” did these things) helped access this difficult material. I’m
certain my editor was extremely nervous about this story, and she offered a
fair amount of input on it. I confess that for everything she asked me to remove, it seemed I added something else, literally until the day I handed in the
final draft. I’ve heard from a lot of people who have found this story especially
thought-provoking, which is gratifying.
GD: Admit This to No One is a title that demands. How did you decide on that
story’s title for the book as a whole? What does keeping secrets do to a person? What does demanding someone else to keep something hidden do to
them?

LP: This book originally had a different title that I loved, that the editor definitely didn’t love or even like. I had about a third of the book written, and
when I reread what I had, I found that phrase “he will admit this to no one”
in the title story (which had a different, truly awful title), and I latched onto
the phrase as an organizing theme to guide me through writing the rest of the
book: what is each character not admitting to him/herself? Fortunately, the
editor loved the title, and quickly I realized that this title was far superior to
the one I had been so attached to.
These are characters with a number of secrets, living in a secretive city.
While my characters feel shame around these secrets they’re holding, many
are perfectly ordinary desires (i.e., wanting to feel loved). But this culture of
secrecy begins to feel dangerously routine, and—it seems—the only escape
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my characters find is through self-destructive actions, smashing the status
quo. That’s the sort of deep tension a writer dreams about.
GD: Many different points of view are featured in Admit This to No One, from
the second-person, explored in “This Isn’t Who We Are,” to young teen girls,
middle-aged women, and women in their 20s. We are even given a few male
perspectives, such as Drew in “Wealth Management” and The Speaker himself in “We Always Start With the Seduction.” How do you go about writing
from so many different perspectives? Were any your favorite to write? Which
were the most difficult?

LP: Point of view is one of my favorite craft elements to ponder, so it doesn’t
surprise me that I ended up with so many different perspectives. As I work
on a long project, I enjoy thinking about questions and situations from different angles. Mary Grace was a later addition to this cast, and I’m afraid I
really, really loved thinking like her and capturing her voice. I’m mystified
and fascinated by someone extremely powerful yet content to remain in the
background. I bet I’ll write more about her in the future. The Speaker was my
biggest challenge. I had to fight the countless stereotypes of what a politician
is like while also making this man believable as an actual politician. He’s
pretty unsavory, so I worried that readers would immediately dislike him, so
I wanted to find some scraps of his humanity. But he’s so guarded, I couldn’t
get a first-person voice. Ultimately, I understood that he’s “the Speaker,” a
man who sees himself perpetually in a role, someone who may not have an
“I” left. Third-person was perfect for him, as was the reader mostly viewing
him through the eyes of the women.
GD: This collection is incredibly timely, asserting itself in the turbulent present with references as varied as from Hillary Clinton declaring “deplorables,”
to the alt-right pipeline many of America’s young boys and men fall into.
How do you balance writing something that speaks to the now while also
crafting something that functions in the future?

LP: Another challenge! And another reason it’s hard to write fiction about
politics, which is ever-changing. I’m grateful my editor was understanding
about last-minute insertions. The most topical bits I included are tiny details
vs. giant plot points, so that’s one suggestion for writers who want to stay au
courant, to think about the way something small will reverberate in a larger
sense. I spent some time considering what the social justice protest should
be about in the final story, “Every Man in History,” which, technically, is
set several years in the future. I wanted a cause that would feel relevant to
today’s readers while also sounding plausible yet unresolved as the book ages.
I was thrilled to land upon removing the slaveholder names from Washington
D.C.’s famous monuments because that cause connected the literal city back
into the story.
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GD: A bonus question! I know that you are an avid cook and that cooking is
a big part of your life. I am always fascinated by passions intersecting, and
am curious if cooking informs your creative process. Is it part of your creative
process at all? Did you find yourself cooking one particular dish while you
worked on Admit This to No One?

LP: Often I write until the early evening and then cook dinner. The cooking
becomes a way to unwind as my mind drifts free. I was doing a lot of the
heavy-duty writing on these stories during the early days of the lockdown,
when it felt scary to go to the grocery store, and when many of us were
finding different ways to source food. On Saturdays, I lined up to buy big
vegetable boxes at our local farmer’s market and learned to cook with what I
had, rather than choosing a recipe and buying those ingredients. There were
some misses, but in retrospect, I enjoyed that creativity, and we discovered
some excellent dishes, like pesto made from the lovely greenery on the carrots.
Don’t get me wrong: I also ate a lot of Pop-Tarts during this time. Honestly,
what a failure not to work a single Pop-Tart into the book!
[This is similar to the carrot top pesto recipe I used: https://www.forkintheroad.co/carrot-top-pesto/]
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POSTSCRIPT

MARIANNE JAY ERHARDT

What the Dead Know
by Act Three
“Just open your eyes, dear, that’s all.”
–Myrtle Webb in Thornton Wilder’s Our Town
“Mama, am I pretty?”
I’m Emily Webb, stringing invisible green beans in Grover’s Corners at the
turn of the century. My voice? Trying to achieve the Downeast New England
accent learned from a cassette played in my pink Casio tape deck. I’m not
great. “Mama” makes me sound not South Maine but South South. My beans
are worse than my accent. In my seventeen years I’ve never handled fresh
green beans and so my pantomime looks more sorcery than kitchen chore.
It’s not that my family doesn’t cook vegetables. We just prefer cut and frozen,
stopped in time until we are hungry, Bird’s Eye.
What the dead know by Act Three is that the living lack perspective. They
miss the gift of each moment as it happens. When I tell you that I have lost
my blue hair ribbon, you know where it is. “Just open your eyes, dear, that’s
all. I laid it out for you, special. On the dresser, there. If it were a snake it
would bite you.” What is mundane for alive Emily overwhelms dead Emily.
I can’t bear the love, the lack. I lift the pretend ribbon, tie it to the end of my
braid.
My mind carries a map of my children’s objects. The ten-dollar bill that
slipped out of Nolan’s birthday card is on the third shelf of the hutch under a
blue pencil sharpener. The green balloon is on top of the refrigerator with the
old Halloween candy after too much fighting. Two pairs of sneakers sat out
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in the rain last night beside the sandbox. One shoe has been carried a few feet
away from the others. Some night animal.
My own mother lacked this map, or lost it through mothering seven children and their wreckage. If anything, she came to us for lost objects. Pens,
certain serving spoons, potentially lucky mailings from Publisher’s Clearinghouse.
We weren’t big on hair ribbons, but ballet recital season gave us Sucrets
tins full of bobby pins. My hair fell to my waist, heavy. Buns gave me terrible
headaches, but they were worth the version of myself that my mother called
beautiful. There is something to that. A mother’s hands in your hair and then
her mouth saying those words.
One morning, no performance in sight, my mother dries my hair in the
dining room. I am in second grade. Jealous of my older siblings who seem to
have more purpose in life than me, I have started inventing elaborate homework assignments for myself. First, a book report on Ribsy where I simply
retype several chapters. This morning, a telling-time assignment where I am
required, I say, to draw an analog clock for every single hour and minute
combination. I trace an upside-down jar of Skippy for the circle, use a short
ruler to make the hands perfect. I have dozens of looseleaf pages going, pencil
shavings sprinkled here and there when the tip gets dull. I tell my mother
that these clocks are due today, and I am just too busy for the hair dryer.
Although she is a nurse, my mother has her own theory of infectious disease
which seems mostly tied to wet hair in winter, neglected. She dries my hair.
She is tender and she is not tender. She is beginning to question this homework assignment, calls it ridiculous, but seems to admire my uncharacteristic
diligence. She moves the hair dryer in figure eights, a magic wand. She doesn’t
want to burn me. I sit at the dining room table and make clock after clock in
the hot wind. The memory ends here. No way do I finish them all. Perhaps I
confess that this work was make-believe. It’s the kind of lie I doubt she would
understand.
You, Myrtle, are played by a kind but forgettable woman. I can’t conjure
her face. But she sits beside me, wearing an apron, when I ask about my
beauty. You are good with the green beans. You snap the end, zip the string
off, toss what’s ready in the basket. Your goal, you’ve told Mrs. Gibbs, is “to
put up forty quarts if it kills me.” But I’m the one who dies first. Childbirth.
If the baby makes it, the play doesn’t say, but I leave a four-year-old son in
the world of the living. When, from the grave, I get to choose a memory to
return to, I pick my own childhood, not his. I pick my twelfth birthday and
declare everybody beautiful.
In college, when I’m still doing plays but not yet writing poetry, I get my
first real haircut. My mother has trimmed my hair about once a year since I
was eleven, but I have never had the salon treatment. I don’t want anything
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fussy. I was raised to only care about clothes and makeup when getting on a
stage. I tell the hairdresser to cut it to my shoulders. No layers. No face-framing, whatever that is. There is no reason to pay thirty dollars for a straight
chop, but I do. It’s a mistake. When I see my mother over break, she tells me,
“You look utterly nondescript.” I savor my hurt and I know she is wrong. I
have huge eyes and bad acne. I have a conspicuously plain haircut and my
hair is bright orange. My forehead is high, my gums show when I smile, and
all of my pants are too long. I am descript as hell.
I don’t have any daughters to disappoint. All of my lovelys and beautifuls
are given to my boys, not that they want them. “Stop,” they whine, “We’re
not.” I suppose all of us are doomed to get it wrong, to keep filling the basket
with the invisible. As George Gibbs tells me over strawberry phosphates at the
soda shop, “I guess new people aren’t any better than old ones.”
You have a rule. No books at the table. You say you’d rather have your
children healthy than bright. The implication, I suppose, is that your children
will forget to eat, to stay alive, if they are caught up in some story. But the
breakfast itself is a fabrication, nothing more than a tale we tell ourselves in
the morning. I say goodbye to it, to food and coffee. To clocks ticking and to
the sunflowers you grow in our garden. I say goodbye to sleeping and I say
goodbye to waking up.
But not before you answer my question. When you do, you are as honest
as the living can be. “You’re pretty enough for all normal purposes.”
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editor-in-chief of The Lamron and Iris
Magazine. Despite their overcommitment to and enthusiasm regarding a
ridiculous number of things, it could
be argued that all they truly care about
is snacks, Wordle, and Dora Jar.

Susan Romance is currently a junior
at SUNY Geneseo, with a major in
English and a minor in film studies.
She splits her time between her home
in Cheektowaga, NY and Geneseo,
and enjoys writing poems, listening to
music, and playing with her cats.
Emma Rowan is a junior at SUNY
Stony Brook. She’s studying English
and creative writing and can often be
found on campus with a stack of books
in one hand and a much-needed cup
of iced coffee in the other. She spends
her time taking care of her twenty-two
houseplants and wondering where
she’ll find room for just one more.
Alexis Santos is a graduating senior
at SUNY Oswego majoring in broadcasting and mass communications and
minoring in creative writing. She has
not the slightest idea of what to do
after graduation, but she loves reading,
dogs, and warm weather.
Brielle Sarkisian is a junior at SUNY
New Paltz. She is a BFA student in
drawing and painting and has let her
subconscious thoughts and anxieties
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Allyson Voerg is a senior at SUNY
Oswego graduating in May 2022. She
is an English and broadcasting double
major with a Spanish minor. You can
often find her in the library, working
as a writing tutor, and at the ice rink
playing hockey. In her free time, she
enjoys hiking, yoga, video games, and
reading. She plans to one day publish
novels and books of poetry.
Mollie Ward is a BFA student at
SUNY Plattsburgh with a concentration in drawing and ceramics. Her
work focuses on her relationship with
and understanding of soft bodies,
specifically her own body, in conversation with femme bodies in classical art.
This exchange between classical art and
her lived experience has influenced her
recent body of work.
Katherine Welch is a senior studying
international relations at SUNY Geneseo. She spends lots of time journaling
little poems, and a dear friend of hers
from home (Webster, NY) encouraged
her to share some with Gandy Dancer.
If you ask nicely, she will probably knit
you a scarf.

Alexandria Wyckoff is a junior at
SUNY Oswego, where she spends her
time reading, jamming out to music,
and coming up with new stories to tell.
She is from Gilboa, NY and aspires to
work in the publishing industry after
graduation.
Misty Yarnall’s fiction can be found
in a handful of literary journals. She
has won the Sixth Act Playwriting
Competition, the Langlois Award for
Short Fiction, and the POV Screenwriting Contest. She is currently
working on a novella.

Rebecca Yoo, the daughter of Korean
immigrants, currently attends the
Fashion Institute of Technology for her
Bachelor’s in international trade and
marketing, with minors in English and
international politics. She plans to one
day work as an editor for fashion, art,
and/or culture topics, to ultimately
spread awareness of the Asian American
identity and inevitably build a space
for her Asian American community to
share their stories and creative genius.
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